


ABSTRACT

Runtime Technologies for High Performance Parallel Computing

by

Chaoran Yang

Due to power constraints, future growth in computing capability must explicitly

leverage thread-level parallelism in software to e↵ectively exploit hardware parallelism

found in both distributed and shared memory systems. The past decades have seen

vast improvements in the performance of key building blocks of parallel computing,

including communication runtime systems, runtime schedulers, and concurrent data

structures. In the pursuit of high performance, however, these building blocks com-

promise on other desirable properties such as applicability and interoperability. The

applicability problem of a parallel algorithm restricts the range of environments to

which it applies. The interoperability problem of a parallel library prohibits arbi-

trary interaction between new parallel code with legacy or serial code, which poses

an obstacle to incremental adoption of new parallel libraries.

In this thesis, I investigate the issues of applicability and interoperability in three

key building blocks of parallel computing—a communication runtime for a partitioned

global address space language, a work-stealing runtime scheduler, and a concurrent

FIFO queue. I demonstrate that these high performance building blocks of parallel

software can be made fully interoperable with legacy or serial code and applicable in

a broader range of environments while yielding equal or better performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computing has become crucial for advancing science and technology. Developers

of codes for scientific modeling and simulation, artificial intelligence, machine learn-

ing, and computer vision have growing demands for more computing power. Due

to power constraints, however, regular increases in processors’ clock speeds have be-

come a thing of the past [1]. Future growth in computing capability must explicitly

leverage thread-level parallelism to e↵ectively exploit the increasing level of hardware

parallelism found in both distributed and shared memory systems. The past decades

have seen vast improvements in the performance of key building blocks of parallel

computing, such as communication runtime systems, runtime schedulers, and concur-

rent data structures, which help programmers to e↵ectively exploit parallelism. In

the pursuit of high performance, however, these building blocks compromise on other

desirable properties such as applicability and interoperability. The applicability of a

parallel algorithm is defined by its assumptions. The applicability problem of a paral-

lel algorithm restricts the range of environments to which an algorithm applies. The

interoperability problem of a parallel system prohibits arbitrary interaction between

new code with legacy or serial code, which poses an obstacle to incremental adoption

of new parallel libraries.

This thesis addresses the issues of applicability and interoperability in three key

building blocks of parallel computing—a communication runtime system, a work-

stealing runtime scheduler, and a concurrent FIFO queue.
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Communication libraries, schedulers, and shared data structures are three key

runtime technologies for building parallel systems. Communication libraries supports

inter-process communication (IPC) within a processor or across the network—an es-

sential building block for distributed-memory parallel systems. This support includes

but is not limited to data packing, package matching, message aggregation, and soft-

ware routing. Schedulers are a crucial component of modern operating systems; they

enable a theoretically unlimited number of threads⇤ to execute concurrently using a

fixed amount of computing resources. Schedulers must load-balance software threads

among hardware threads. Parallel code that employs task-level parallelism also re-

quires a task scheduler to load-balance tasks among workers. Shared data structures

provide concurrent threads or processes safe and e�cient access to shared data. One

can use shared data structures to not only store and organize data but also to syn-

chronize and coordinate parallel threads.

The performance of these key runtime technologies are crucial for building high

performance parallel systems. Over the past decades, researchers have improved

these runtime technologies to deliver high performance. However, computer scientists

often ignore the applicability and interoperability issues of software components. In

this work, I address the issues of applicability and interoperability in three contexts:

communication systems, schedulers, and shared data structures.

⇤In this thesis, I will use the term threads and processes interchangeably when I use them to refer
to abstract execution units that can be scheduled rather than actually threads or processes.
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1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Communication Systems

In the early 80s, several message passing libraries were developed for special purpose

machines and networks [2, 3, 4]. However, due to the variety of capabilities and

features supported by various interconnection networks, a program developed for one

machine was di�cult to port to another with a di↵erent interconnect. In the 90s,

a group of researchers defined a core set of message passing routines that can be

implemented e�ciently on a wide range of interconnect networks to facilitate the

development of portable, high performance, parallel programs that communicates

using message passing. This e↵ort was later standardized as the Message Passing

Inferface (MPI) [5], which is now the de facto standard for programming large-scale

parallel programs. MPI owns its success to its rich and standardized interface coupled

with heavily-optimized implementations on virtually every platform. MPI’s primary

purpose is not to ease the implementation of simple programs; rather, it is to make

possible the implementation of complex programs.

In recent years a number of new programming models such as Coarray Fortran

(CAF) [6], Unified Parallel C (UPC) [7], X10 [8], and Chapel [9] have emerged. These

programming models feature a Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) where one

can access both local and remote data through language-level load/store constructs

which are implemented using one-sided communication in the language runtime. To-

gether with the obvious productivity benefits of having direct language abstractions

to access remote data, these languages also provide the potential for improved perfor-

mance by leveraging the native hardware communication features on each platform,

e.g., loads, stores and Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA).
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Despite the productivity advantages of these new programming models, most par-

allel scientific applications have been slow to adopt them and continue to choose MPI

as their model for data movement between distributed memory domains. A major

reason for this trend is that it is not easy for programmers to incrementally adopt

these new programming models in existing MPI applications. Because most of these

new programming models have their custom communication runtime system, to in-

crementally adopt them, applications that use MPI would have to initialize and use

runtime libraries for each model within a single application. Not only does this du-

plicate the runtime resources, e.g., communication bu↵ers and metadata for memory

segments, but it is also error-prone with a possibility for deadlock if not used in a

careful and potentially in a platform-specific manner. In the following subsections, I

first describe the motivation for interoperable programming models, then I show the

challenges in making existing programming models interoperable.

The importance of interoperable programming models Because of MPI’s

dominance in the parallel programming arena, a large ecosystem of tools and libraries

has developed around it. There are high-level libraries using MPI for complex math-

ematical computations, I/O, visualization, data analytics, and almost every other

paradigm used by scientific applications. Other programming models, if not interop-

erable with MPI, do not enjoy such support, making it hard for applications to adopt

them. For example, a new CAF application cannot directly use a math library that

is written using MPI, such as PETSc [10] or Trillinos [11]. Similarly, if one developed

a high performance FFT library using CAF, an MPI application cannot directly use

it if the underlying runtime systems are not fully interoperable.

The requirement of a hybrid programming model is already seen in a number of
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scientific applications today. For example, Preissl et. al. [12] identified that the Gy-

rokinetic Tokamak Simulation code developed using MPI and OpenMP can naturally

benefit from using the language constructs in CAF that enable direct remote data

accesses. Consequently, they modified their application to use CAF in addition to

MPI and OpenMP and achieved improved performance with such a hybrid model.

QMCPACK [13], an MPI-based quantum Monte Carlo simulation developed by Oak

Ridge National Laboratory, and GFMC [14], an MPI-based nuclear physics Monte

Carlo simulation developed by Argonne National Laboratory, both demonstrate such

requirements as well. Specifically, both of these applications rely on large arrays that

reside on each node for their core sequential computations, and they use MPI to

communicate data between processes. As problem size grows, however, these arrays

become too large to reside on a single node, thus requiring the memory of multiple

nodes to accommodate them. Using CAF’s coarray constructs is a natural exten-

sion for these MPI applications where they can simply define these arrays as CAF

coarrays, allowing the runtime system to distribute them across nodes and convert

LOAD/STORE accesses to these arrays into potentially remote data access operations

expressed as references to coarray elements.

Challenges in interoperable programming models There are several chal-

lenges that must be addressed for multiple programming models to interoperate with

each other. A significant challenge for supporting the interoperability of programming

models arises from di↵erences in their semantics and execution models. For instance,

for a programming model such as X10, which exposes a completely dynamic execution

model where tasks can spawn other tasks on demand, to interoperate with a relatively

static model such as MPI, a clear definition of what a user is allowed to do in code
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Figure 1.1 : Resident set size of an application using GASNet, MPI, or GASNet +
MPI after initialization.

that must interoperate should be clearly defined.

For programming models with the same execution model, such as MPI and CAF,

which both achieve parallelism using the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD)

paradigm, various interoperability challenges still exist that make it hard to create

a hybrid application using two the programming models. For example, many PGAS

programming models today, including Berkeley UPC and CAF 2.0 [15], build their

custom runtime system using GASNet [16], whereas MPI uses its own platform-

specific runtime system. An application that uses multiple programming models

would need to initialize and use multiple runtime systems in a single application,

thus duplicating resources. Figure 1.1 shows an example of the per-process memory

usage after initializing both GASNet and MPI in an application. The resident set size
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1 PROGRAM may_deadlock
2 USE MPI
3 CALL mpi_init(ierr)
4 CALL mpi_comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD , my_rank , ierr)
5 IF (my_rank .eq. 0) A(:)[1] = A(:)
6 CALL mpi_barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD , ierr)
7 CALL mpi_finalize(ierr)
8 END PROGRAM

Figure 1.2 : A CAF program which may deadlock due to interoperability problem
between CAF and MPI.

of both libraries grows along with the number of processes. The additional demands

for runtime resources reduces the resources available to an application, which will

eventually hurt performance or prevent the application from running at a larger scale.

Using multiple runtime systems within a single application also makes it hard

to reason about the correctness of codes. The semantics of an operation are well-

defined with respect to its own runtime system but are often unclear when multiple

runtime systems are used. For example, Figure 1.2 lists a simple CAF program that

has the image with rank 0 perform a coarray write (line 5), then has every image

participate in an mpi barrier (line 6). Depending on the implementation of CAF, a

coarray write operation may require the involvement of the target image to complete.

Although such involvement is implicit, it may require the target image to execute

a runtime routine to guarantee progress. In this example, because the target image

(image 1) is likely to run into the mpi barrier before seeing the write from image

0, the coarray write may never complete, causing a deadlock. Some implementations

of CAF or MPI may use a separate progress thread or have better support from the

hardware which allows it to make asynchronous progress. This makes the problem

implementation-specific and even harder to debug.

One possible solution to the interoperability issues described above for CAF and
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MPI is to use MPI as the runtime system for CAF, thus enabling all data movement

to be funneled through the MPI communication runtime library. In the past, the

use of MPI as a runtime system was previously deemed impossible for these PGAS

programming models because MPI was considered inadequate to implement these

models. Bonachea and Duell [17] put together a comprehensive list of reasons why the

remote memory access (RMA) features introduced in the MPI-2 Standard fell short of

providing the capabilities needed to serve as a compilation target of PGAS languages.

However, the MPI-3 Standard adds several new capabilities including a much more

comprehensive one-sided communication (or RMA) model. These additions not only

address the critiques raised about MPI-2 RMA but also provide new functionality

with performance benefits over existing PGAS runtime systems. In our work, we

explore whether the enhanced support for RMA in MPI-3 makes it suitable to serve

as a runtime basis for a runtime system for PGAS programming models.

1.1.2 Task Schedulers

Beyond the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) paradigm, dynamic task paral-

lelism is another e�cient way to exploit hardware parallelism. The three programming

languages developed as part of the DARPA HPCS program, Chapel [9], Fortress [18],

and X10 [8], identified dynamic lightweight task parallelism as an integral component

of programming models for writing software to exploit thread-level parallelism in

hardware parallelism. On a multicore processor, to e�ciently execute a computation

that is expressed as a set of dynamically-growing set of tasks, an e�cient scheduling

algorithm is crucial to keep hardware threads busy and to balance load among all

hardware threads.

Work-stealing is a standard technique for scheduling and load balancing par-
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allel tasks in shared-memory parallel systems. Many parallel programming mod-

els employ work-stealing to support dynamic task parallelism, including Cilk [19],

OpenMP 3.0 [20], Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [21], Java Fork/Join Frame-

work [22], Task Parallel Library [23], and X10 [8]. One of the reasons for the success

of work-stealing schedulers is that they enable an e�cient implementation that guar-

antees bounds on both time and stack space. For a class of computations consisting

of dynamically created tasks, Blumofe and Leiserson [24] prove strong time and space

bounds when stealing is unrestricted. Let T
1

be the running time of a determin-

istic parallel computation on one processor, i.e., its work, and let T
1

be its ideal

running time on an infinite number of processors, i.e., its span. Then a randomized

work-stealing scheduler can perform the computation on P processors in expected

time

T
p

 T
1

/P + c
1

T
1

, (1.1)

where c
1

is a constant value called span overhead. This bound guarantees linear

speedup when P ⌧ T
1

/T
1

, that is, the number of processors P is much less than

the computation’s average parallelism T
1

/T
1

. Moreover, if S
1

is the stack space of a

serial execution, a randomized work-stealing scheduler can execute the computation

on P processors using stack space

S
p

 PS
1

. (1.2)

This bound guarantees that the stack space usage in a parallel execution is at worst

linear in the number of processors.
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The Cactus Stack problem For a program written in an Algol-like programming

language, such as C, its execution can be thought of as a depth-first traversal of the

program’s function invocation tree. If a function instance A calls a function instance

B,† A is the parent of B in the invocation tree. When a processor executes a function,

it allocates an activation frame that stores local data, including arguments and local

variables for that function. A processor frees an activation frame when it returns from

that function. For a serial execution of a program, activation frames can be allocated

on a simple linear stack. In a linear stack, a function call advances the stack pointer

to allocate a new frame on the top of the stack; when the function returns, it restores

the stack pointer to its value for the parent frame, freeing the child frame.

When a program based on dynamic tasking executes in parallel, however, a linear

stack is insu�cient. In a parallel execution, multiple children of a function may exist

simultaneously; their activation frames form a tree of stacks, namely a cactus stack. A

cactus stack is essentially an N -ary tree in which each node has a pointer to its parent

node. Each node in a cactus stack is a linear stack that allocates and frees activation

frames by manipulating a stack pointer. If a frame creates a new child while another

child still exists, it allocates a new stack to store the new child’s activation frame

with a parent pointer that points to itself.

Cactus stacks are a key building block in parallel runtime systems. Ideally, a

cactus stack implementation should:

• support full interoperability with serial binaries compiled to use a linear stack,

• achieve near-linear speedup on given su�cient parallelism, and

†In the rest of this thesis, I use the term function instead of function instance where there is no
room for ambiguity.
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• use a bounded and practical amount of memory for stack.

It is di�cult for a work-stealing runtime system to achieve all three criteria at the

same time. For example, Cilk [19] guarantees the time bound and space bound,

however it forbids a C function from calling Cilk functions. Interoperability with

serial code, aka serial-parallel reciprocity, is important for building reusable software.

Common design patterns, such as visitor and observer patterns, use callback functions

to communicate between objects. One cannot use these patterns if the visitor or

observer’s callback invokes a Cilk function. TBB [21] is interoperable with serial

code. However, to avoid consuming potentially unbounded stack space, TBB restricts

a worker to steal only frames that are deeper on the stack than its own suspended

frame; this may lead to sub-linear speedup for some computations [25]. Lee et al. [26]

refer to the problem of achieving the three aforementioned criteria simultaneously

as the cactus stack problem. They presented a solution that leverages a thread-local

memory mapping (TLMM) mechanism. TLMM enables threads in a process to map

di↵erent physical memory pages for the same region of the process’s virtual address

space. Sadly, no existing operating system supports TLMM, which makes Lee et al.’s

approach impractical on systems running conventional kernels.

1.1.3 Shared Data Structures

The number of cores in microprocessors has increased dramatically over the past

decade. For example, Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors now have more than 60 cores

and 240 hardware threads. Concurrent data structures that can deliver high perfor-

mance while being manipulated by multiple threads are essential for programming

such systems e�ciently. Besides high performance, another important characteristic

of a concurrent data structure is its progress guarantee. Concurrent data structures
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can be classified as either blocking or non-blocking. Blocking data structures include

at least one operation where a thread may need to wait for an operation by another

thread to complete. Blocking operations can introduce a variety of subtle problems,

including deadlock, livelock, and priority inversion; for that reason, non-blocking data

structures are preferred.

There are three levels of progress guarantees for non-blocking data structures. A

concurrent object is:

• obstruction-free if a thread can complete an arbitrary operation on the object

in a finite number of steps when it executes in isolation,

• lock-free if some thread can complete an arbitrary operation on the object in a

finite number of steps, or

• wait-free if every thread can complete an arbitrary operation on the object in

a finite number of steps.

Wait-freedom is the strongest progress guarantee; it rules out the possibility of star-

vation for all threads. Wait-free data structures are particularly desirable for mission

critical applications that have real-time constraints, such as those used by cyber-

physical systems.

Although universal constructions for wait-free objects have existed for more than

two decades [27], practical wait-free algorithms are hard to design and considered

ine�cient with good reason. For example, the fastest wait-free concurrent queue to

date, designed by Fatourouto and Kallimanis [28], is orders of magnitude slower than

the best performing lock-free queue, LCRQ, by Morrison and Afek [29]. General

methods to transform lock-free objects into wait-free objects, such as the fast-path-

slow-path methodology by Kogan and Petrank [30], are only suitable for lock-free data
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structures that are updated using a series of compare-and-swap (CAS) operations.

CAS-based data structures, as Morrison and Afek have pointed out [29], may perform

poorly under high contention due to work wasted by CAS failures. It remains an

open question how to transform lock-free data structures that use read-modify-write

primitives other than CAS into wait-free forms.

1.2 Statement of Thesis

The applicability and interoperability of key runtime technologies of high performance

parallel computing such as communication systems, task schedulers, and shared data

structures, are critical for broadening the range of environments that these technolo-

gies can be applied, and enabling incremental adoption of these technologies. Through

careful design, the applicability and interoperability of these runtime technologies can

be enhanced without compromising performance. I support this thesis by demonstrat-

ing implementations of these runtime technologies that are applicable to a broader

environments, interoperable with serial or legacy code, and the performance of my

implementations are comparable to or exceed prior implementations with the best

performance.

1.3 Contributions

1.3.1 A CAF 2.0 Runtime System using MPI

In this thesis, I investigate the feasibility of using MPI as the basis of a PGAS

programming model such as CAF. I redesigned the runtime system of CAF 2.0, which

was originally built on top of the GASNet communication runtime system, to use MPI-

3. The paper describes various design choices we made during this process. Further,
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I evaluate the performance of CAF over MPI-3 relative to that of the original CAF

implementation. I demonstrate that the MPI-based runtime system for CAF 2.0 can

achieve comparable or better performance in several cases. Our evaluation shows that

in some cases the performance of the MPI implementation of CAF falls short of the

existing implementation; in such cases I present a detailed analysis of the performance

di↵erence.

1.3.2 Fibril

This thesis presents a practical solution to the cactus stack problem. I designed a

library-based work-stealing system, Fibril, which supports a spawn/sync program-

ming model. Fibril uses a cactus stack that is fully interoperable with serial code

that uses a linear stack. Fibril achieves a strong time bound T
p

 T
1

/P + c
1

T
1

,

where c
1

= O(S
1

), and a strong physical space bound S
p

 P (S
1

+ D). In both

bounds, D is the Fibril depth (defined in a later section) of a Fibril program.

The contribution of Fibril is two-fold. First, it provides a cactus stack implemen-

tation that is more e�cient than existing work-stealing systems. Second, it presents

a stack management technique that maintains a strong space bound without sacrific-

ing a strong time bound. Fibril’s cactus stack may use up to DPS
1

pages of virtual

address space, which is practical for systems that use a 64-bit virtual address space.

1.3.3 Wait-free FIFO Queue

This thesis presents the first design of a concurrent FIFO queue based on

fetch-and-add (FAA) that is linearizable, wait-free, and fast. An empirical study of

our queue under high contention on four di↵erent architectures with many hardware

threads shows that it outperforms prior queue designs that lack wait-free semantics.
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Surprisingly, at the highest level of contention, throughput of our queue is often as

high as that of a microbenchmark that only performs FAA. This disproves the myth

that ensuring wait-freedom and linearizability together is too expensive to be e�-

cient. My design employs the fast-path-slow-path methodology [30] to transform a

simple yet e�cient FAA-based obstruction-free queue into a wait-free queue. Our

queue employs a custom epoch-based scheme to reclaim memory.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 MPI-interoperable Programming Models

MPI and CAF CAF has been adopted by the Fortran 2008 committee as the

parallel programming model in Fortran. GASNet [16] is a portable PGAS runtime

used not only by CAF-2.0, but also by UPC and other parallel libraries. There has

been previous work to implement GASNet using MPI, culminating in a GASNet

conduit built on AMMPI [31]. However, the AMMPI implementation is outdated

and only uses MPI-1.1, which does not include many of the more recent MPI features

which provide a much higher performing implementation, including RMA.

MPI and other PGAS implementations Researchers have previously imple-

mented PGAS-like libraries on top of MPI. Dinan et al. [32] implemented the ag-

gregate remote memory copy interface (ARMCI) [33], the runtime layer for Global

Arrays (GA) [34] on top of MPI using one-sided communication. This work provided

portability for GA to new systems which would previously require significant work

to provide both an e�cient one-sided MPI library and an e�cient ARMCI imple-

mentation. Our work is similar, but with di↵erent goals. In this work, we want to

understand the semantics and requirements of a full PGAS language, not just a high-

level PGAS-like library. Specifically, a full PGAS language such as CAF 2.0 imposes

a large number of requirements on the MPI implementation, particularly with respect
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to active messages and event management, which are not required by Global Arrays.

Before this work, Dinan et al. explored using a hybrid programming model based

on MPI and UPC [35]. Unified Parallel C (UPC) [7] is a PGAS library intended

to simplify data sharing between processes by allowing them to share portions of

their address space easily with each other. Using a hybrid model based on UPC and

MPI, Dinan et al. demonstrated how applications can exploit both the large amount

memory which becomes available when using UPC and the portability and existing

libraries of MPI. As an example, an application could be written primarily in UPC,

but could use an MPI library, such as ScaLAPACK [36], to perform optimized domain-

specific work. However, that work only dealt with the semantic interactions between

the two programming models and did not improve the runtime infrastructure of the

models. That is, it still relied on each programming model using its own runtime

system.

Researchers at the Ohio State explored how to create a runtime system that

e�ciently supports both UPC and MPI in the context of the MVAPICH [37] im-

plementation of MPI [38]. In this work, the authors unified the runtime systems of

MVAPICH and UPC to create a single runtime which supported both programming

models. While this work yields similar results to the approach in this thesis, it is not

portable across many MPI implementations and therefore requires that MVAPICH

be available on the system, which is not possible given its reliance on InfiniBand.

Work to unify programming models has existed outside of purely PGAS languages.

In 2011, Preissl et al. [12] examined a communication model that integrated MPI,

Fortran 2008 (Coarray Fortran), and OpenMP [39]. This work was specific to the

Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation code but demonstrated the use of many communi-

cation libraries to implement di↵erent algorithms within the code. They focused on
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how PGAS/OpenMP combined could improve over a more traditional MPI+OpenMP

algorithm.

Other MPI+X Hybrid Models The MPI+OpenMP paradigm is just one ex-

ample of a more classical hybridization of parallel programming models. It has been

specifically targeted to improve on-node communication performance by exploiting

thread-level parallelism within a shared address space using OpenMP, then using

MPI when o↵-node communication is necessary. More recently, accelerators have en-

tered the hybrid programming model space by introducing CUDA [40] or OpenCL [41]

into MPI applications to o✏oad data-parallel work to one or more GPUs. In addition,

there were e↵orts in introducing dynamic task parallelism into MPI applications to

increase communication-computation overlap and memory utilization. For example,

Chatterjee et al. [42] proposed HCMPI (Habanero-C MPI) to integrate the Habanero-

C dynamic task-parallel programming model with MPI. In HCMPI, all MPI calls are

treated as asynchronous tasks to enable unified handling of tasks and MPI messages,

thereby enabling the overlap of inter-node MPI communication latency with the ex-

ecution of local Habanero C tasks.

2.2 The Cactus Stack Problem

Existing work-stealing runtimes either sacrifice one of the three criteria of a cactus

stack or rely on custom operating system extensions. Therefore, I do not consider

them as practical solutions to the cactus stack problem.

Cilk [19] and Cilk++ [43] use heap-allocated activation frames for Cilk functions.

For normal C functions, Cilk stack allocates their activation frames. Cilk forbids a C

function from calling a Cilk function to prevent stack frames from being suspended.
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This restriction helps Cilk to maintain a strong space bound, however sacrifices in-

teroperability with serial code.

Intel Cilk Plus [44] does not forbid a C function from calling a Cilk function. In

Cilk Plus, a worker executes stolen frames on empty stacks acquired from a pool

of stacks. The stack pool contains a bounded number of stacks. When the stack

pool is empty, a thief must refrain from stealing until some worker returns a stack

to the pool. This implementation choice sacrifices the theoretical time bound of

randomized work stealing to provide a tight space bound. Lee et al. [26] state that

the theoretical space bound of using a new stack for each stolen frame is DPS
1

, where

D is the depth of a Cilk application, P is the number of processors, and S
1

is the

stack space requirement of a single-processor execution. Therefore, to avoid stalling

due to a shortage of stacks, executing an application in Cilk Plus on a large number

of workers may require an impractically large number of stacks.

A di↵erent approach is to allocate activation frames, both called or spawned, on

a linear stack. In particular, if a worker has a suspended frame F
1

on top of its stack,

it steals a frame F
2

and executes it using its remaining stack space. In this case, the

scheduler cannot resume F
1

until F
2

completes since F
1

may allocate new frames on

the stack when resumed. This restriction violates the busy-leaves property because a

suspended frame such as F
1

that is ready to resume is an extant leaf of the invocation

tree and no worker is working on it. Violating the busy-leaves property can cause

each worker’s stack to grow impractically large. To prevent a worker’s stack from

growing beyond S
1

, the stack size of a single-processor execution, one can restrict

a worker to only steal frames with a depth greater than the depth of the current

suspended frame in the invocation tree. This form of stealing, called depth-restricted

stealing, sacrifices the time bound. TBB [21] uses a strategy that is similar to depth-
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restricted stealing. Sukha [25] has shown that there exist computations for which a

depth-restricted stealing scheduler cannot execute faster than a sequential execution.

A technique called leapfrogging can be applied to conserve stack space when im-

plementing a cactus stack. Wagner and Calder proposed the leapfrogging technique

to implement futures [45]. The logic behind leapfrogging is that if a worker has a sus-

pended frame on its stack, it can steal a frame that is a descendant of the suspended

frame and execute it using its remaining stack space. It is safe to reuse the stack

in this way because the suspended frame will not resume until all its descendants

complete, including the stolen frame. Because leapfrogging restricts a thief to steal

only descendant tasks of the suspended frames on its stack, it is more restrictive than

depth-restricted stealing. Therefore, Sukha’s lower bound [25] applies to leapfrogging

as well. Agrawal et al. [46] endorsed this idea for Cilk, but they did not show an

empirical evaluation of the approach.

Lee et al. [26] addressed the cactus stack problem by modifying the operating

system kernel to provide support for thread-local memory mapping (TLMM). TLMM

designates a region of a process’s virtual address space as “local” to each thread,

i.e. each worker may map di↵erent memory pages to the TLMM region. Lee et al.

created a work-stealing runtime system, Cilk-M, by using TLMM to implement the

cactus stack in Cilk’s runtime system. In Cilk-M, each worker executes on a stack

that resides in the TLMM region. Whenever a thief steals a frame, it moves the

memory pages that contain the stolen frame and the ancestor frames — the stack

prefix — to its stack. Because stacks reside in the TLMM region, a thief can place

the stolen stack prefix at the same virtual address as it was allocated. Therefore,

pointers to local variables in the stack prefix are still valid. There are two major

drawbacks of the TLMM approach. First, TLMM is currently not supported by any
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existing operating system. Second, since a worker’s stack resides in the TLMM region,

variables allocated on a worker’s stack are not addressable by other workers. This

restriction means shared data structures that allocate storage on the stack, such as

MCS locks [47], do not work in Cilk-M.

2.3 Concurrent FIFO Queues

Concurrent FIFO queues have been a topic of active research for decades. Michael

and Scott’s lock-free queue [48], known as MS-Queue, is considered a classic non-

blocking queue. MS-Queue is a singly-linked list that maintains pointers to the head

and tail of the list. Its enqueue and dequeue methods manipulate the head and tail

pointers using CAS operations in a retry loop. Under heavy contention, most CAS

operations will fail, causing a dramatic drop in performance. Morrison and Afek dub

this the CAS retry problem [29]. For this reason, the performance of MS-Queue does

not scale well beyond a modest number of threads.

The first practical implementation of a wait-free queue was proposed by Kogan

and Petrank [49]. Their queue is based on MS-Queue. To achieve wait-freedom, it

employs a priority-based helping scheme in which faster threads help slower threads

complete their pending operations. In most cases, this queue does not perform as

well as the MS-Queue due to the overhead of its helping mechanism.

Many universal constructions have been proposed to create wait-free objects.

These constructions can transform any sequential object into a lock-free or wait-

free object. Herlihy proposed the first such universal construction in 1991 [27].

Since then, several faster universal constructions for wait-free objects have been de-

vised [50, 51, 52, 53]. However, universal constructions are hardly considered practical

in general. The first practical wait-free universal construction, called P-Sim, was pro-
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posed by Fatourou and Kallimanis in 2011 [28]. P-Sim uses FAA in addition to CAS

to achieve wait-freedom. The wait-free queue constructed using P-Sim outperformed

all prior designs for wait-free queues and MS-Queue.

In 2012, Fatourou and Kallimanis proposed a blocking queue, called CC-

Queue [54], which delivers better performance than their prior design for a wait-free

queue. CC-Queue uses combining, where all threads with a pending operation form

a queue and the thread at the head of the queue performs operations for all other

threads in the queue. Although this combining strategy has lower synchronization

overhead, CC-Queue is not non-blocking, and it sacrifices parallelism which limits its

performance.

In 2013, Morrison and Afek proposed LCRQ [29], a lock-free queue. This queue is a

linked-list of segments, where each segment is a circular ring queue (CRQ). LCRQ uses

FAA to acquire an index on a CRQ and then uses a double-width compare-and-swap

(CAS2) to enqueue to and dequeue from the cell at the obtained index. The list

of CRQs in LCRQ is managed like the linked-list in the MS-Queue. Because the

head and tail hot spots in LCRQ are updated using FAA, LCRQ avoids the CAS

retry problem and outperforms CC-Queue and all other non-blocking queues to date.

However, LCRQ is a lock-free queue and its application is limited by its use of CAS2,

which is not universally available.

In 2012, Kogan and Petrank proposed a fast-path-slow-path methodology for cre-

ating practical wait-free objects [30]. The fast-path, usually a lock-free algorithm,

provides good performance; the slow-path ensures wait-freedom. Each operation at-

tempts the fast-path several times; if all attempts fail, it switches to the slow-path.

Their wait-free queue design using this methodology employs an MS-Queue as its

fast-path; as a result, its performance is only as good as MS-Queue.
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In 2014, Timnat and Petrank showed that, using fast-path-slow-path, a lock-

free object expressed in a normalized form can be automatically transformed into a

practical wait-free object that is as fast as the lock-free one [55]. Their normalized

form requires that the lock-free object be updated using a series of CAS operations.

Hence, this automatic transformation cannot be applied to LCRQ to construct a wait-

free version. It is unclear how the fast-path-slow-path methodology can be applied to

non-blocking algorithms that perform updates using primitives such as FAA, which

always succeed.
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Chapter 3

Portable, MPI-interoperable Coarray Fortran

In this Chapter, I demonstrate how MPI-3 can act as a runtime layer for CAF 2.0,

thereby providing a basis for interoperability between the MPI and CAF, and reducing

the runtime overhead introduced by having independent runtime systems. I first

introduce the new features of MPI-3 and their applicability within a PGAS runtime

system. Then I show a design of CAF 2.0’s runtime system that is implemented using

MPI-3.

3.1 Overview of MPI-3 RMA and CAF 2.0

To make this section relatively self-contained, this subsection briefly introduces the

necessary context for this work. Section 3.1.1 gives an overview of MPI-3 [56] and Sec-

tion 3.1.2 gives an overview of CAF 2.0 [15]. For additional background information,

refer to the cited papers.

3.1.1 MPI-3 Remote Memory Access Extensions

The MPI-3 Standard improved the MPI-2 RMA functionality in a number of ways

including the addition of atomic operations, request-generating RMA operations, and

MPI-allocated windows. This section serves as a introductory description of the

features relevant to my work.
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One-sided atomic operations MPI-3 RMA provides several operations that

enable one to manipulate data in target windows atomically. MPI ACCUMULATE

and MPI GET ACCUMULATE operations allow remote atomic updates of data, with

MPI GET ACCUMULATE further fetching the original remote data back to the ori-

gin. The MPI-3 Standard also defines MPI FETCH AND OP, which is a special case

of MPI GET ACCUMULATE for single element predefined datatypes to provide a fast-

path for such operations, and MPI COMPARE AND SWAP, which provides a remote

compare-and-swap operation.

Request-generating operations MPI-3 adds ‘R’ versions of most of the

RMA operations that return request handles, such as MPI RPUT, MPI RGET, and

MPI RACCUMULATE. The request handles returned by these operations can be later

passed to MPI request completion routines, such as MPI WAIT, to manage local com-

pletion of the operation. These request-generating operations may be used only in

passive target synchronization epochs.

MPI-allocated windows MPI-3 adds several new routines for creating windows.

MPI WIN ALLOCATE allows the MPI implementation to allocate memory for a window,

rather than using a user allocated bu↵er. When MPI allocates memory for a window,

it has the opportunity to allocate special memory regions such as aligned memory

segments across a group or shared memory regions, which reduces the overhead of

RMA operations performed on that window. MPI WIN ALLOCATE SHARED will allocate

memory that is shared by all processes in the group of the communicator when the

processes belong to the same shared-memory node. MPI WIN CREATE DYNAMIC creates

a window without memory attached; one can dynamically attach memory later with

MPI WIN ATTACH.
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3.1.2 Coarray Fortran 2.0

We choose Coarray Fortran 2.0 (CAF 2.0) [15], developed by Rice University, as our

PGAS programming model to test the new capabilities of MPI-3. CAF 2.0 is an open

source implementation of CAF and also contains a richer set of PGAS extensions

than the Coarray Fortran that is integrated into the Fortran 2008 standard. CAF 2.0

better represents the semantics and requirements of modern PGAS languages and

would provide a better picture of the appropriateness of MPI-3 as a basis for these

models. We describe the PGAS extensions in CAF 2.0 that are not included in

Fortran 2008 standard in this section.

Teams In CAF 2.0, a team is a first-class entity that represents a group of processes,

analogous to an MPI communicator. Teams in CAF 2.0 serve three purposes: (a) the

set of images in a team serves as a domain onto which coarrays may be allocated; (b)

a team provides a name space within which images can be indexed by their relative

rank within that team; (c) a team provides an isolated domain for members of a team

to communicate and synchronize collectively. When a CAF 2.0 program starts, all

images belong to the same team named TEAM WORLD, and new teams can be created

with the team split operation.

Synchronization CAF 2.0 provides a rich set of synchronization constructs. These

constructs are designed to enable programmers to structure correct parallel programs

while allowing maximum opportunity to hide communication latency with computa-

tion. These constructs were previously introduced by Yang et al. [57].

Pair-wise synchronization between process images in CAF 2.0 can be achieved with

events, a first-class entity in CAF 2.0. An event must be initialized with event init
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before any other operation can occur. Events can be allocated as coarrays to enable

them to be posted by other process images. One posts an event with an event notify

operation. An event wait operation blocks execution of the current thread until the

event is posted. event trywait is a non-blocking operation which tests whether an

event is posted and returns immediately. To synchronize asynchronous operations (de-

scribed in the next paragraph), CAF 2.0 provides two synchronization models: the

implicit synchronization model, and the explicit synchronization model. All asyn-

chronous operations in CAF 2.0 optionally accept event arguments. Asynchronous

operations invoked with an event argument are explicitly synchronized operations.

When a synchronization point is reached, the runtime system notifies the event passed

to asynchronous operations. One can test or wait for the event to synchronize these

operations.

In addition, CAF 2.0 users can use the implicit synchronization model to synchro-

nize asynchronous operations. CAF 2.0 provides cofence statements and finish

blocks to serve this purpose. A cofence blocks the current thread until all asyn-

chronous operations issued before the statement complete locally. More specifically,

a cofence ensures all local bu↵ers used by asynchronous operations issued previously

are ready to be reused. A cofence also serves as a compiler barrier; operations are

not allow to be reordered across a cofence.

A finish in CAF 2.0 is a block-structured global synchronization construct, de-

marcated by finish and end finish statements. finish is similar to the finish

block in X10; it ensures that all asynchronous operations issued within the block are

globally complete before current thread exits from the block. However, unlike X10’s

finish, finish in CAF 2.0 is a collective operation. A finish takes a team variable,

and each process image within the associated team should create a finish block that
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matches those of its teammates. When the thread exits from the block, all operations

issued by all images within the team are globally complete. finish blocks can be

nested within each other; this is useful because it allows asynchronous operations

issued within the outer finish block to proceed while the process is waiting for the

inner finish block to complete, which yields more opportunity for communication-

computation overlapping.

Asynchronous operations CAF 2.0 provides three categories of asynchronous

operations: asynchronous copy, asynchronous collectives, and function shipping.

Scherer et al. [58] and Yang [59] provided detailed descriptions of these operations.

A copy async transfers data from a bu↵er, the source, to another bu↵er, the desti-

nation, asynchronously. The source and destination may be local or remote coarrays.

copy async takes three optional event arguments: the predicate event, the source

event, and the destination event. The copy may proceed after its predicate event is

posted. The source event, when posted, indicates the source bu↵er is ready to be

reused. Notification of the destination event indicates the data has been delivered to

the destination; the destination is ready to be read. Asynchronous collectives have

similar functionality as their synchronous versions except that they are non-blocking.

For example, team reduce async performs a reduction across a team asynchronously.

An asynchronous collective takes two optional event arguments: the data completion

event and the operation completion event. The data completion event indicates the

local bu↵er is ready to be read, and the operation completion event indicates the local

bu↵er is ready to be modified.
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3.2 Designing CAF over MPI-3

I describe the key details of a new implementation of CAF 2.0 using MPI-3 as its

communication substrate. I omit the design of CAF 2.0 features that are trivial to

implement with MPI, e.g., teams and collectives, which directly map to MPI commu-

nicators and collectives. In rest of this thesis, I sometimes refer to our implementation

of CAF as CAF-MPI and the original CAF 2.0 implementation, which communicates

between process images using GASNet, as CAF-GASNet.

3.2.1 Coarrays

Coarrays are the main addition of CAF to Fortran 95. Coarrays add a codimension

to a plain Fortran array. The codimension indicates the process image on which an

array is located. Coarrays on remote images can be accessed with a Fortran 95 array

section syntax plus a codimension. Thus, reading from or writing to a remote coarray

is a one-sided operation that is mapped naturally to MPI GET and MPI PUT.

The CAF 2.0 runtime atop GASNet represents a reference to a remote memory

location with a (imageID, address) tuple. Because MPI RMA hides the absolute

address of a remote memory in the window object, and currently provides no interface

to access this information, we augmented the tuple with a remote coarray location that

includes with an window object and the o↵set from the start of the window. Thus,

the new remote memory reference become a (window, rank, displacement) triple.

CAF-MPI allocates coarrays using MPI WIN ALLOCATE. With MPI WIN ALLOCATE,

an MPI implementation can potentially improve performance by allocating aligned

memory segments or shared memory regions for the window. The semantics of coarray

read and write operations require the e↵ect of the operation to be globally visible after

the operation completes. Proper synchronization is needed to ensure this semantic.
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Because the active target synchronization model in MPI requires the participation

of target processes, it is more convenient to use the passive target synchronization

model for the implementation of CAF. With the synchronization routines in the MPI-

3 passive target model, every CAF image uses MPI WIN LOCK ALL to start an RMA

access epoch to all images in the same team (with a lock type of MPI Lock Shared)

after a coarray is allocated; this grants the calling image access to the coarray on

all images on which the coarray is allocated. Blocking read and write operations in

CAF-MPI use MPI WIN FLUSH to ensure remote completion. The target processes of

a window are only unlocked when the coarray is deallocated.

3.2.2 Active Messages

Active Messages (AM) [60] are an integral component of GASNet. The CAF runtime

system of makes heavy use of them in various places, e.g., in the implementations

of function shipping and events. For CAF-MPI, we implemented Active Messages

using MPIs two-sided communication routines. Our design of the AM interface is a

near-exact replica of the AM interface in the GASNet core API to maintain max-

imum compatibility with the original CAF 2.0 runtime system. GASNet’s Active

Messages API consists of three categories of active messages: short active messages

that carry only a few integer arguments, medium active message that can carry an

opaque data payload in addition to integer arguments, and long active messages that

can also carry an opaque data payload but user needs to specify a predetermined

address in the target processs memory space to receive the data payload. The num-

ber of integer arguments that a short active message can carry can be queried with

gasnet AMMaxArgs; the size of the data payload a medium AM can carry can be

queried with gasnet AMMaxMedium. Providing di↵erent APIs for di↵erent message
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sizes enables the compiler to generate more e�cient code when the message size is

known at compile time.

Since Active Messages are used in many places in CAF 2.0’s runtime system, its

performance is critical. To ensure a fast message injection rate, we used MPI ISEND to

send all messages. Integer arguments of medium data payload are internally bu↵ered

to use MPI ISEND, and its local completion is not waited until the next synchronization

point. The data payload of long active messages is sent with an extra blocking

MPI SEND. In principle, this extra send could be replaced by an MPI PUT to avoid

the internal data bu↵ering within MPI. However, since MPI-3 does not provide a

mechanism to notify the target on the arrival of an MPI PUT, it is hard to ensure that

the active message is invoked only after its data payload arrives. Hence we used the

MPI SEND based design in our approach.

3.2.3 Asynchronous Operations

CAF-GASNet’s asynchronous progression model is based on a common progress en-

gine that all aspects of the CAF runtime plug into. Thus, if a process is waiting on

one CAF event, the runtime can make progress on other operations that are internally

queued up. This progress model is similar to what most runtime systems, including

MPI, use.

When designing CAF-MPI, one of the restrictions was with the asynchronous

progress engine as it relates to MPI RMA operations. Specifically, the MPI-

3 Standard does not provide a mechanism to test for remote completion for all

MPI RMA operations. The ‘R’ versions of MPI RMA operations, e.g., MPI RPUT

and MPI RGET, provide requests that can be tested or waited on for completion,

but completion of this request only refers to local completion for MPI RPUT and
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MPI RACCUMULATE, while it refers to both local and remote completion for MPI RGET

and MPI RGET ACCUMULATE. For remote completion of MPI PUT and MPI ACCUMULATE,

MPI-3 only provides MPI WIN FLUSH and MPI WIN FLUSH ALL, apart from the epoch

close operations such as MPI WIN UNLOCK and MPI WIN UNLOCK ALL. These operations

can be blocking, e.g., when someone else is accessing the same window and do not

have a request handler that can be used to test for their completion.

To work around this issue, we use the following mapping of operations.

1. For one-sided communication operations, if no local or remote completion event

is requested, we use MPI PUT and MPI GET.

2. If a local or remote completion event is requested for GET-style operations, we

use MPI RGET which returns an MPI request that we can await or test.

3. If only a local completion event is requested for a PUT-style operation, we use

MPI RPUT which returns an MPI request that we can await or test.

4. If a remote completion event is requested for a PUT-style operation, we use

active messages (that are based on MPI SEND and MPI RECV as described earlier)

to transfer data in the source bu↵er to the target process, copy data into the

destination bu↵er, then post the destination event associated with the asyn-

chronous operation. This option is obviously not as e�cient as a direct MPI PUT

or MPI GET, which can be implemented more e�ciently on current network hard-

ware. But it provides the necessary functionality.

3.2.4 Explicit Event Notification

There are two obvious approaches to implement the event mechanism in CAF-MPI.

One approach is to leverage the newly added MPI FETCH AND OP operation in MPI-3
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to notify an event and use the MPI COMPARE AND SWAP operation to busy-wait for the

event to be posted in event wait. The second approach is to use MPI ISEND to notify

an event and use MPI RECV to wait for the event to be posted. The performance

implication of these two methods are unclear at this point and may largely depend

on the underlying MPI implementation. CAF-MPI used the second method since

the performance of MPI SEND and MPI RECV routines are more well-tuned to date,

and a two-sided communication model fits more naturally the event notify and

event wait model.

event wait is a blocking operation; it blocks the process until the event being

waited upon is posted. To be semantically correct, event wait also forbids asyn-

chronous operations in program order after an event wait from being reordered to

a position before the event wait, i.e., it also functions as a compiler barrier. This re-

striction is guaranteed by the code generation process of CAF-MPI source-to-source

translator. event wait uses a blocking network polling operation to wait for a spe-

cific message to arrive; the polling operation internally uses MPI blocking receive.

The benefit of using a blocking polling operation allows the MPI runtime to make

progress internally to respond to other processes’ requests.

The semantics of the event notify operation specify that when a process posts

the notification for an event, the target of the event can only see the notification

after all previous operations issued by the notifying process are complete at their

respective targets. However, the notification itself is nonblocking to avoid a pos-

sible deadlock situation caused by circular event wait and event notify chains.

CAF-MPI implements event notify with a release barrier and an short active mes-

sage. The release barrier holds a request handle to every asynchronous operation

initiated locally. Upon event notify, the release barrier waits to complete all its
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request handles with MPI WAITALL; this ensures local completion of these operations.

Furthermore, a MPI WIN FLUSH ALL is required to ensure the remote completion of

all previous operations. The actual notification in event notify is performed by

sending an active message to the target process, it uses an MPI ISEND to avoid the

aforementioned deadlock possibility.

3.2.5 cofence and finish

Thanks to the new additions of request-generating RMA operations in MPI-3, local

completion of RMA operations can be easily waited upon using the request handles of

RMA operations. The cofence statement takes an optional argument that a user can

use to request local completion notification of PUT or GET operations. To support

cofence, CAF-MPI runtime system internally maintains an array of request handles

of implicitly synchronized PUT operations and another array of request handles of

implicitly synchronized GET operations. The cofence statement translates to an

MPI WAITALL call for the local completion of these operations.

finish is implemented in the same way as in CAF-GASNet; it uses a distributed

termination detection algorithm by Yang [59]. Yang’s algorithm detects termina-

tion by repeatedly performing sum reductions across a team to compute the global

di↵erence between the number of shipped functions and the number of completed

functions shipped from others. Global termination occurs when a sum reduce yields

zero for the di↵erence. The algorithm uses di↵erent sets of counters for messages sent

before and after a reduction to avoid false positive caused by inconsistent snapshots

of a distributed system collected by the reduction. This algorithm uses D rounds of

reductions in the worst case, where D is the depth of the longest chain of function

shipping calls in the finish block. CAF-MPI also implements a lightweight finish
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Table 3.1 : Experimental platforms and system characteristics.
System Cores Interconnect MPI Version
Cluster (Fusion) 2⇥ 4⇥ 320 InfiniBand QDR MVAPICH2-1.9
Cray XC30 (Edison) 2⇥ 12⇥ 5, 200 Cray Aries CRAY-MPICH-6.0.2

that can be used when function shipping is not used in a program. This lightweight

finish involves calling MPI WIN FLUSH ALL on every window that the local process

has touched within the block followed by an MPI BARRIER across the team associated

with the finish block.

3.3 Evaluation

We have evaluated CAF-MPI on two platforms: Fusion, an InfiniBand cluster at

Argonne National Laboratory, and Edison, a Cray XC30 system at Lawrence Berke-

ley National Laboratory. The hardware characteristics of these systems are given

in Table 3.1. For each platform, we compare the performance of CAF-MPI with

CAF-GASNet. We evaluate the performance of our implementation with three HPC

Challenge Benchmarks: HPL, FFT, and RandomAccess [61]. These benchmarks ex-

hibit di↵erent communication vs. computation ratios and data access patterns. Thus

they can serve as representative examples for a wide range of applications. We also

demonstrate the performance of CAF-MPI with the CGPOP miniapp, which uses

both CAF and MPI in the same application. On both platforms, all benchmarks are

compiled with Intel compilers and optimization level “-O3”.

3.3.1 RandomAccess Benchmark

The HPC Challenge RandomAccess benchmark evaluates the rate at which a parallel

system can apply read-modify-write updates to randomly indexed entries in a dis-
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tributed table. Performance of the RandomAccess benchmark is measured in Giga

Updates Per second (GUP/s). GUP/s is calculated by identifying the number of table

entries that were randomly updated in one second, divided by 1 billion (109).

The CAF 2.0 implementation of RandomAccess uses a software routing algorithm

that uses a hypercube-based pattern of bulk communication to route updates to

the process image co-located with the table index being updated. The CAF 2.0

primitives most heavily used in the RandomAccess benchmark are coarray write

and event notify.

Because the performance of RandomAccess benchmark largely depends on the

performance of one-sided communication of the communication library used. The

result of RandomAccess benchmark is a good indication of the overhead of the com-

munication library on top of the underlying network hardware. Figure 3.1 shows the

performance di↵erence of RandomAccess between CAF-MPI and CAF-GASNet on

two platforms. The CAF-GASNet version of RandomAccess outperforms the CAF-

MPI version by a small constant factor up to 64 cores; this indicates that the overhead

of the MPI-3 RMA implementation has a constant overhead for each operation which

is higher than the overhead of GASNet RMA.

CAF-GASNet’s performance drops at 128 cores. Further investigation shows that

this is caused by the use of the Shared Receive Queue (SRQ) in GASNet. The

default configuration of GASNet library automatically enables SRQ as soon as doing

so reduces the memory usage of GASNet. The e↵ect of using SRQ in MVAPICH2 is

not noticed in our experiment of up to 2048 cores. By disabling the use of SRQ in

GASNet, CAF-GASNet performs roughly the same as CAF-MPI. The CAF-GASNet

version shows slightly better scalability than the CAF-MPI version on 1024 and larger

cores.
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Figure 3.1 : Performance of the RandomAccess on Fusion and Edison.
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Figure 3.2 : Time breakdown of the RandomAccess benchmark on 2048 processes.

We profiled the 2048-core run of RandomAccess with HPCToolkit [62] to analyze

CAF-MPI; the analysis results are shown in Figure 3.2. The CAF-MPI version of

RandomAccess spends around 200 seconds in event notify while the CAF-GASNet

version spends almost none. This is because of how event notify is implemented
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in these two libraries. In CAF-MPI, event notify invokes MPI WIN FLUSH ALL to

ensure that all previously issued operations have been completed before performing

the notification. The current implementation of MPI WIN FLUSH ALL in all MPICH

derivatives, including MVAPICH and Cray MPI, performs a flush operation on each

process within the communicator; hence the execution time of MPI WIN FLUSH ALL

grows linearly with the number of processes. This is, of course, a simple performance

scalability issue that can be addressed within the MPI implementation, but as of the

MPI versions we tested, this issue exists.

The performance of RandomAccess on Edison tells roughly the same story as it

does on Fusion. The MPI-3 RMA operations in Cray MPI are currently implemented

internally with send and receive routines rather than directly leveraging RDMA sup-

port in the network. This causes a more obvious performance loss of CAF-MPI

version of RandomAccess on Edison. Better implementations of MPI RMA on Cray

platforms, such as foMPI [63], already exist and deliver performance competitive with

CAF and UPC. However, the foMPI implementation is not integrated into Cray MPI

yet.

3.3.2 FFT Benchmark

The HPC Challenge FFT benchmark measures the ability of a system to overlap com-

putation and communication while calculating a very large Discrete Fourier Transform

of size m. Performance of the FFT benchmark is measured in GFLOP/s, with cal-

culated performance defined as 5m log2 m

t

10�9, where m is the size of the DFT and t

is the execution time in seconds. Parallel FFT algorithms have been well studied in

the past [64, 65, 66].

The CAF 2.0 FFT implementation uses a radix-2 binary exchange formulation
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that consists of three parts: permutation of data to move each source element to the

position that is its binary bit reversal; local FFT computation for as many layers of

the DFT calculation as can fit in the memory of a single processor; and remote DFT

computation for the layers that span multiple processor images. The CAF 2.0 FFT

implementation solely uses all-to-all operation for data movement.

Figure 3.3 shows the performance of the FFT benchmark on Fusion and Edison.

The CAF-MPI version consistently outperforms CAF-GASNet on both platforms at

di↵erent scales. To analyze the performance di↵erence of the two versions of FFT,

we use HPCToolkit to profile the benchmark run on 256 cores on Fusion. Figure 3.4

shows how much of the execution time of FFT is spent in local computation and

communication (all-to-all to be specific). We can see that the performance di↵erence

in two versions of FFT is caused largely by the performance of all-to-all operations

used in CAF’s runtime system. Because GASNet does not have collectives at the time

of this experiment, CAF-GASNet implements all-to-all operation with GASNet’s PUT,

GET, and Active Messages. This is not as well tuned as MPI ALLTOALL, which has been

used and well-optimized for many years on most computing platforms today.

3.3.3 HPL Benchmark

The High-Performance Linpack (HPL) [67] benchmark measures the ability of a sys-

tem to deliver fast floating point execution while solving a system of linear equa-

tions. HPL is one of the most common implementations of parallel LU factorization

for distributed memory systems. HPL has been previously ported to CAF 2.0 by

Jin et al. [68]. HPL di↵ers greatly from the RandomAccess and FFT benchmarks

because its performance is mostly dominated by computation rather than communi-

cation.
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Figure 3.3 : Performance of the FFT benchmark on Fusion and Edison.
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Figure 3.4 : Time breakdown of the FFT benchmark on 256 processes.

Figure 3.5 shows the performance of HPL on Fusion and Edison. Between the two

CAF implementations, HPL’s performance di↵erence is hardly noticable. Because

the performance of HPL benchmark is mostly computation bound, the performance

di↵erence of using a di↵erent communication library has little e↵ect on HPL’s overall

performance.
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Figure 3.5 : Performance of the HPL benchmark on Fusion and Edison.

3.3.4 The CGPOP Miniapp

The CGPOP miniapp is the conjugate gradient solver from LANL POP 2.0, an im-

portant multi-agency code used for global ocean modeling and is a component of

the Community Earth System Model. CGPOP is the performance bottleneck for

the full POP application; it implements a version of conjugate gradient that uses a

single inner product to iterate solve for vector x in the equation Ax = b. The algo-

rithm consists of several linear algebra computations interleaved with two communi-

cation steps. The GlobalSum step performs a triple-word vector reduction, while the

UpdateHalo step performs a boundary exchange between neighboring sub-domains.

The CGPOP miniapp was ported to CAF for evaluating the performance gains of

using a PGAS programming model for the performance critical part of POP. It is a

hybrid MPI+CAF application that uses CAF coarray primitives for data exchange

and MPI REDUCE for reduction operations.

Figure 3.6 shows the performance results of CGPOP on Fusion and Edison. On

Edison, we can hardly see a di↵erence in the performance of CGPOP between the
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Figure 3.6 : Performance of the CGPOP miniapp on Fusion and Edison.

two CAF implementations. On Fusion, the performance of the two CAF implemen-

tations only di↵ers slightly when running on a small number of cores. Since both

CAF versions of CGPOP use MPI REDUCE, the only possible cause of performance

di↵erence in two versions of CGPOP is the use of PUT and GET operations used by

CAF-MPI and CAF-GASNet. The lack of a performance di↵erence indicates that

both implementations are equally e�cient in the raw PUT and GET operations.

3.4 Discussion

This section discusses the findings in the process of redesigning CAF 2.0 runtime

system to use MPI. Using MPI as the basis of a PGAS runtime system, such as

CAF, reveals several advantages of using MPI over a low-level networking layer such

as GASNet. This experiment also revealed several features that the current MPI

Standard lacks which can be useful in building a PGAS runtime system.
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The benefits of MPI’s rich interface Compared with GASNet and other low-

level networking layers, MPI provides a much richer set of API functions to support

di↵erent high-level libraries, languages, and applications. We found this rich inter-

face to be immensely time-saving when building a runtime system that delivers high

performance across various platforms. For example, because GASNet does not have

collectives, collective operations in CAF are handcrafted in its runtime system on top

of GASNet. Not only is this time consuming, but also based on our evaluation, not

as performant as the MPI collectives. Because collectives in MPI are well-optimized

over the years by di↵erent MPI implementations on di↵erent platforms, harnessing

the performance benefits of these fully-optimized collectives in MPI is valuable for

a programming model, such as CAF, which provides both one-sided and two-sided

operations.

The need for Active Messages in MPI One of the goals of building an inter-

operable runtime system for CAF is to allow the runtime system to make progress

for both CAF and MPI when applications make blocking calls in either one. The

current implementation of CAF-MPI can stay true to this goal for all parts of its

runtime except Active Messages. Because we built the Active Message subsystem on

top of MPI SEND and MPI RECV, the CAF-MPI runtime has to do further processing

of a message to invoke the Active Message handler. The MPI runtime itself cannot

invoke the handler. Thus, if the application is blocked inside an MPI call, no progress

is made on such Active Message handlers.

Having Active Message support inside MPI can solve this problem. Active Mes-

sages are essential for building runtime systems for various programming models,

especially for models such as X10, Chapel, and CAF 2.0 which supports dynamic
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task parallelism. Zhao et al. [69, 70] have made an e↵ort in this direction to support

MPI-interoperable Active Messages, but such a model is not a part of the current

MPI standard.

The need for non-blocking flush operation in MPI In passive target epochs,

the MPI Standard provides two routines: MPI WIN FLUSH and MPI WIN FLUSH ALL for

ensuring remote completion of RMA operations without closing the access epoch.

These routines can be blocking calls, e.g., if another image is also accessing the same

RMA epoch and holding the epoch’s access lock. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the

blocking MPI WIN FLUSH operation eliminates the potential opportunity for overlap-

ping the latency of communication with local computation. A nonblocking request-

based version of MPI WIN FLUSH, such as MPI WIN RFLUSH, could solve this problem.

The MPI WIN RFLUSH operation would start the flush process and return a request

handle. The request handle could be passed later to MPI completion routines to

wait/test for the completion of the operation.
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Chapter 4

A Practical Solution to the Cactus Stack Problem

4.1 Background

We investigate the cactus stack problem in the context of a spawn/sync programming

model. In this model, a programmer expresses logical parallelism using a spawn

construct. When a function A initiates a spawn to perform an asynchronous call to a

function B, A may continue to execute without waiting for B to complete. We refer

to the callee B at a spawn as a child task and the caller A as its parent. A sync

construct synchronizes between a parent and its child tasks, suspending execution of

the parent until all of its children complete.

We consider the cactus stack problem in the context of a work-stealing scheduler,

which executes a computation expressed in a spawn/sync programming model on a

finite set of hardware threads, called workers. In particular, we consider the ran-

domized work-stealing scheduler proposed by Blumofe and Leiserson [24]. Cilk and

its descendants, Cilk++ and Intel Cilk Plus, use such a scheduler in their runtime

system to support their spawn/sync programming models.

In Cilk’s work-stealing scheduler, each worker maintains a double-ended queue,

known as a deque. A worker pushes the parent frame onto its deque at a spawn

(cilk spawn) and pops it when the task completes.⇤ When a worker runs out of

⇤Some work-stealing schedulers push a child frame created by a spawn onto a worker’s local deque
and continue executing the parent frame after the spawn. We do not consider such schedulers in
this paper because they may require an unbounded amount of space for bookkeeping.
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work, it becomes a thief and steals from the top of a randomly selected worker’s

deque. We refer to the worker that has its parent frame stolen as a victim. When a

worker steals a frame, it executes the frame until it encounters a sync (cilk sync).

At a sync, the current frame is suspended if any of its child tasks have not yet

completed; otherwise, the worker continues with the frame. If a thief steals a frame,

the victim will fail when attempting to pop the frame from its deque. Then the victim

will attempt to resume the stolen frame, expecting that the thief has completed the

frame. If the resumption succeeds, the victim executes the stolen frame starting at

the sync; otherwise, it becomes a thief and performs randomized stealing.

Blumofe and Leiserson [24] have shown that Cilk’s work-stealing scheduler can

execute a computation on P workers in expected time T
p

 T
1

/P + c
1

T
1

, where

T
1

is the running time of a deterministic parallel computation on one processor, i.e.,

its work, T
1

is its ideal running time on an infinite number of processors, i.e., its

span, and c
1

is a constant value called span overhead. Their proof of the time bound

indicates that, to achieve near-linear speedup, each worker needs to be either working

and making progress on the T
1

/P term, or randomly stealing and making progress on

the T
1

term with high probability. If any worker were to wait, or candidate frames

for stealing are restricted, the time bound would cease to hold, resulting in sublinear

speedup on a program with su�cient parallelism.

Cilk’s work-stealing scheduler maintains the so-called busy-leaves property [24],

which states that during the execution of the computation, every extant leaf of the

invocation tree has a worker executing it. The busy-leaves property leads to the stack

space bound of PS
1

, where S
1

is the stack space requirement of a single-processor

execution. This is due to any path from a leaf to the root of the invocation tree

corresponds to a path in the cactus stack, no path can require more than S
1

space,
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and there can be at most P leaves active at a time.

We analyze the cactus stack problem under the assumption that a work-stealing

scheduler cannot move a frame to a di↵erent address in memory once it is allocated

as moving a frame will invalidate all pointers to variables in the frame.† Under this

restriction, if a worker fails to pop from its deque and finds the frame on top of

its stack suspended, it cannot move the frame out of its stack. The worker also

cannot use its stack space to execute a stolen task because the suspended frame may

be resumed, allocating more frames on the stack before the stolen task completes. A

naive approach to construct a cactus stack would be to allocate a new stack to execute

the stolen task; however, this approach may lead to an impractically large number of

stacks since each stack may contain as little as a single frame in the worst case. Cilk

and Cilk++ allocate frames of Cilk functions in heap to avoid having a suspended

frame tie up a stack. However, this requires Cilk functions to use a custom calling

convention that is not compatible with the standard calling conventions. Therefore a

Cilk program is not fully interoperable with serial code.

4.2 Fibril

This section presents Fibril, a lightweight multithreading library to support a

spawn/sync programming model. The design of Fibril closely follows that of Cilk.

Fibril’s randomized work-stealing scheduler behaves similarly to Cilk’s scheduler as

described in Section 4.1. Nevertheless, there are two major di↵erences between Cilk

and Fibril. First, Fibril is a pure C library that does not require a custom com-

†Some work-stealing programming models forbid users from creating a pointer to a local variable
and hence do not have this restriction. Other work-stealing systems leverage the help of a managed
environment that can update pointers when frames are moved. However we assume a native runtime
environment in this paper.
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piler front-end. Instead, Fibril exposes its interface as C macros, leveraging the C

preprocessor to generate parallel code for a Fibril program.‡ Second, unlike Cilk,

which forbids a C function from calling a Cilk function, Fibril functions are fully

interoperable with C functions. Fibril realizes our solution to the cactus stack prob-

lem by maintaining a strong time bound, a strong space bound, and serial-parallel

reciprocity.

Section 4.2.1 introduces Fibril’s API. Section 4.2.2 describes how Fibril exploits

the standard x86-64 calling conventions to construct a cactus stack for parallel exe-

cution. Section 4.2.3 presents the implementation of Fibril’s work-stealing scheduler.

Section 4.2.4 analyzes the theoretical time and space bounds of Fibril’s scheduler.

4.2.1 Fibril’s API

We use an example to show how to use Fibril to parallelize a serial program using

a spawn/sync programming model. Figure 4.1 shows a serial function, fib, which

computes a Fibonacci number recursively, and a Fibril function, parfib, which is a

parallel implementation of fib using Fibril.

Fibril requires that one label a Fibril function — a function that spawn or sync

tasks — with the fibril keyword (line 11). The fibril keyword instructs compilers

to generate code for the function that conforms to a calling convention that permits

parallel execution (described in Section 4.2.2). Unlike Cilk, which restricts that a

Cilk function can only be spawned, one can either spawn a Fibril function (line 18)

or call the function directly (line 19).

Before spawn or sync a Fibril function, one should declare (line 14) and initialize

(line 15) a variable of type fibril t, namely a Fibril frame. A Fibril frame syn-

‡Fibril uses GCC C extensions such as typeof to generate proper C code for a Fibril call.
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1 int fib(int n) {
2 if (n < 2) return n;

4 int x, y;
5 x = fib(n - 1);
6 y = fib(n - 2);

8 return x + y;
9 }

11 fibril int parfib(int n) {
12 if (n < 2) return n;

14 fibril_t fr;
15 fibril_init (&fr);

17 int x, y;
18 fibril_fork (&fr , x, parfib , (n - 1));
19 y = parfib(n - 2);

21 fibril_join (&fr);
22 return x + y;
23 }

Figure 4.1 : A function, fib, and its parallel version parfib implemented in Fibril.
Fibril macros are shown in italic font.

chronizes child tasks and stores the execution state of their parent task. To spawn a

function, one invokes the fibril forkmacro with (1) an initialized Fibril frame, (2) a

variable to receive the return value, unless the function returns void, (3) the name of

the function to spawn, and (4) the arguments to the function wrapped within paren-

thesis (line 18). Logically, fibril fork creates a child task that executes in parallel

with its parent. One can use the same Fibril frame to spawn multiple functions. To

synchronize the spawned functions on a Fibril frame, one invokes the fibril join

macro with the Fibril frame as an argument (line 21). Logically, fibril join blocks

the execution of its caller until all functions spawned with the Fibril frame as their

parent complete.
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Like Cilk, the design of Fibril’s API follows the C elision rule proposed by

Frigo et al. [19]. If we expand fibril init and fibril join to empty statements,

and fibril fork to a function call, we will have a syntactically and semantically

correct serial program.

Unlike other library based multithreading systems, such as Posix threads, Fibril’s

API does not require Fibril functions to use a uniform function signature. Using a

uniform function signature forces the parent function to pass arguments to a spawned

function via memory, which is more costly than passing arguments via registers.

Therefore, Fibril’s API is not only flexible to use, but also permits a low overhead

implementation of fibril fork, which can be used to create fine-grained parallelism.

4.2.2 Fibril’s Calling Conventions

A calling convention defines how a function receives arguments from its caller, how

it returns a result, and how a function’s state is preserved across function calls.

Di↵erent compilation units are interoperable only when they support the same calling

convention. Calling conventions are generally defined by an architecture’s Application

Binary Interface (ABI).

This section describes x86-64 architecture’s calling conventions [71], and use them

to demonstrate the implementation of Fibril’s cactus stack on the x86-64, aka AMD64,

architecture.

The cactus stack implementation in Fibril is fully compatible with x86-64 ar-

chitecture’s ABI, which enables Fibril programs to be fully interoperable with serial

code compiled for x86-64 machines. This section also describes Fibril’s context switch

scheme, which enlist the help of compilers to reduce the overhead of state preservation

at spawn and sync. In addition, we note that Fibril can be ported to non x86-64
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systems with minor changes.

x86-64’s linear stack and Fibril’s cactus stack

Figure 4.2 shows a snapshot of the stack organization on x86-64 systems. The snap-

shot is taken when a thread is executing function B. B was called by function A,

and is calling function C. A thread’s run-time stack contains the stack frames of live

function instances. A function’s stack frame contains its return address, the value

of its parent’s frame pointer, and storage for its local variables. Typically, when a

function makes a function call, it passes the callee’s arguments in registers. For ar-

guments that cannot be passed in a register, it allocates a linkage region between the

caller and the callee to pass these arguments. When a thread executes a function, it

accesses its stack using two registers: %rbp and %rsp. In Figure 4.2, the thread uses

%rbp, aka the frame pointer, with positive o↵sets to access memory arguments and

the stack frame of the current function B. When B calls C, the thread decrements

%rsp, aka the stack pointer, pushing memory arguments to be passed to its callee C

onto the stack, then decrements %rsp again to allocate C’s stack frame.

Using both a frame pointer and a stack pointer allows a stack frame to be of an

unspecified variable size. Using two pointers to manipulate the stack frames enables

us to use this calling convention to construct a cactus stack. In Fibril, when a thread

spawns a function C and a thief steals C’s parent B, the thief resumes execution of B

on B’s original stack using a new stack pointer (%rsp) that points to the top of a new

stack. Figure 4.3 illustrates this situation. In this case, the thief can access B’s stack

frame and memory arguments via using its frame pointer (%rbp). When the thief calls

or spawns another child function D, D’s memory arguments and stack frame will be

allocated on the new stack, avoiding a collision with C’s frame on the original stack.
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Position Contents Frame
-8n-8(%rsp) C’s memory argument c

0

... linkage region
-8(%rsp) C’s memory argument c

n

0(%rsp) B’s local variables
...

(unspecified variable size) B’s frame
0(%rbp) A’s %rbp value
8(%rbp) B’s return address

16(%rbp) B’s memory argument b
0

... linkage region
8n+16(%rbp) B’s memory argument b

n

Figure 4.2 : Stack organization on x86-64 systems.

Victim
%rsp
%rbp

…
C’s stack frame
linkage region
B’s stack frame
linkage region

…

…
D’s stack frame
linkage region

%rbp
%rsp
Thief

original stack

child stack

Figure 4.3 : Fibril’s cactus stack organization.

In this way, we construct a cactus stack that allows multiple children of a function

(the victim and the thief) to exist simultaneously. When the thief returns from B,

we restore its stack pointer to its original value pointing to the original stack.

When the size of a function’s frame is known at compile time, the x86-64 ABI al-

lows the function to avoid using %rbp as a frame pointer for the fixed-size frame. This

optimization saves the instructions to push and pop %rbp in a function’s prologue and

epilogue; it also allows %rbp to be used as a general-purpose register. Nevertheless,

omitting a function’s frame pointer makes it impossible to execute on a non-linear
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stack. Therefore, Fibril assumes a Fibril function always retains a frame pointer.

Some compilers, such as GCC, provide a function attribute that instructs the com-

piler to use a frame pointer when generating code for a function. Fibril expands the

fibril macro into such an attribute. For compilers that do not provide this feature,

one can define a dummy variable that is a variable-length array in the Fibril function

to achieve the same e↵ect.

Enabling context switch in Fibril

The x86-64 ABI classifies all registers in an x86-64 system into two categories: a

caller-saved register, whose value must be preserved by the caller, and a callee-saved

register, whose value must be preserved by the callee. When a function uses a callee-

saved register, it must save the register’s value in its stack frame in its prologue and

restore the value in its epilogue. There are six callee-saved registers on x86-64: %rbp,

%rbx, and %r12 through %r15; all other registers are caller-saved registers.

Fibril exploits these rules to implement a low-overhead context switch scheme to

save and resume a Fibril frame’s execution state. Figure 4.4 shows the code for the

parfib function in Figure 4.1 with Fibril’s macros expanded. In Fibril, a context

switch may only happen at a fibril fork or a fibril join. Specifically, if a worker

W
1

spawns B and W
2

steals the parent A, it resumes A’s execution starting from

the instruction immediately after the fibril fork; if a worker resumes A after A’s

children complete, it executes A starting from the instruction immediately after the

fibril join that corresponds to the fork.

To preserve a frame’s execution context at a fork or a join, we need to save the

values of all registers. For caller-saved registers, since the calling convention requires

the compiler to save them before a function call, we rely on the compiler to save them
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1 typedef struct {
2 int lock;
3 int count;
4 struct { void * rbp , rsp , rip; } state;
5 void * stack;
6 } fibril_t;

8 int parfib(int n) {
9 if (n < 2) return n;

11 fibril_t fr;
12 { // fibril_init (&fr);
13 fr.lock = 0;
14 fr.count = 0;
15 }

17 int x, y;
18 { // fibril_fork (&fr, x, parfib , (n - 1));
19 fr.state.rbp = get_frame_pointer ();
20 fr.state.rsp = get_stack_pointer ();
21 void fork_parfib(int a1, int * ret , fibril_t * f) {
22 f->state.rip = get_return_address ();
23 _fibril_push(f);
24 *ret = parfib(a1);
25 if (! _fibril_pop ()) _fibril_resume(f);
26 }
27 fork_parfib(n - 1, &x, &fr); clobber_regs ();
28 }
29 y = fib(n - 2);

31 if (fr.count > 0) { // fibril_join (&fr);
32 fr.state.rbp = get_frame_pointer ();
33 fr.state.rsp = get_stack_pointer ();
34 _fibril_join (&fr); clobber_regs ();
35 }
36 return x + y;
37 }

39 void _fibril_join(fibril_t * f) {
40 f->state.rip = get_return_address ();
41 _fibril_resume(f);
42 }

Figure 4.4 : Code listing of parfib with Fibril macros expanded. Names with
fibril prefix are Fibril’s runtime routines. Functions shown in italic font are
implemented using compiler extensions.
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by implementing both fibril fork and fibril join as function calls. In particular,

Fibril expands fibril fork into a call to a task-specific nested function (line 27) and

expands a fibril join into a call to a Fibril runtime routine fibril join inside

an if-block (line 34). GCC implements nested functions using several strategies: (1)

when a nested function can be inlined, GCC inlines the function; (2) if the nested

function cannot be inlined and it references a variable of its enclosing function, GCC

generates a trampoline§ for the nested function and the nested function uses a general

purpose register to reference its enclosing function’s variables; (3) if the nested func-

tion cannot be inlined and does not reference variables in its enclosing function, GCC

treats the nested function as a normal function. Fibril uses a noinline attribute

to mark the nested function to prevent the compiler from inlining it, therefore GCC

will generate code that follows the standard calling conventions for our task-specific

nested function, which saves the caller-saved registers before a fork.

For callee-saved registers, we add a special instruction clobber regs to accom-

pany the calls to fibril fork and fibril join. clobber regs is an inline assembly

instruction that tells the compiler that the prior call may modify callee-saved regis-

ters, causing the compiler to flush these registers before the call.

Fibril only explicitly saves a frame’s frame pointer, %rbp, its stack pointer, %rsp,

and its return address, %rip. These values are accessed using GNU builtin functions.

Since Fibril does not use a custom compiler frontend, it requires these compiler exten-

sions to generate nested functions, clobber registers, and read the value of the frame

pointer, stack pointer, and return address of a frame. However, these extensions are

fairly standard; both the GNU C Compiler and the Intel C Compiler support these

§A trampoline is a short sequence of code that is generated at run time when the address of
a nested function is taken. It usually resides on the stack, in the stack frame of the enclosing
function [72].
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features.

4.2.3 Fibril’s Work-stealing Scheduler

This subsection describes the workings of Fibril’s scheduler. The behavior of Fibril’s

scheduler is very similar to that of Intel Cilk Plus, with the exception that Fibril

maintains the bound on memory footprint di↵erently. Fibril conserves memory usage

by unmapping the unused memory pages of the execution stacks when the frame at

the top of the stack is suspended. Section 4.2.4 proves that this approach bounds the

physical memory usage to P (S
1

+D) on P processors, where S
1

is the computation’s

stack depth measured in the number of memory pages and D is its Fibril depth. Stack

depth and Fibril depth are defined in Section 4.2.4 as well.

We divide the address space of a Fibril program into two spaces: the application

space and the scheduler space. A Fibril program executes its application code — user-

defined functions and code generated by Fibril’s macros — in the application space.

For routines of Fibril’s work-stealing scheduler, shown in Figure 4.5, Fibril executes

them in the scheduler space. In particular, each worker uses an alternative stack

to execute the work-stealing scheduler to avoid collision with threads executing the

application code. The fibril resume function, called when a pop fails (line 25) or

at a fibril join (line 34), is the entry point to the scheduler space; it switches a

worker’s context to the scheduler space and invokes schedule. We omit the code for

fibril resume from this thesis.

In Fibril, each worker is uniquely identified using a thread-local variable wid.

Fibril represents a worker’s state using a pair (stack, deque). A worker’s stack is

a pointer to the stack the worker should use to execute application code. A worker

uses its deque to push and pop tasks. We omit the implementation of Fibril’s deque,
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1 typedef struct { deque_t * deque; void * stack; } worker_t;
2 __thread int _wid; worker_t * _workers;

4 void schedule(fibril_t * f) {
5 worker_t * w = _workers[_wid];
6 lock(f);
7 if (--f->count > 0) {
8 if (f->stack == w->stack) {
9 unmap(f->stack , PAGE_ALIGN(f->state.rsp));

10 w->stack = NULL;
11 }
12 unlock(f); random_steal(w);
13 } else {
14 unlock(f);
15 if (f->stack != w->stack) {
16 put_stack_into_pool(w, w->stack);
17 remap(f->stack , PAGE_ALIGN(f->state.rsp));
18 w->stack = f->stack;
19 }
20 execute(f, f->state.rsp);
21 }
22 }
23 void random_steal(worker_t * w) {
24 worker_t * victim; fibril_t * f;
25 do {
26 victim = _workers[rand() % NPROCS ];
27 lock(v->deque);
28 f = steal(victim ->deque );
29 if (f == NULL) unlock(victim ->deque);
30 } while (f == NULL);
31 lock(f); unlock(victim ->deque);
32 if (f->count++ == 0) {
33 f->count += 1;
34 f->stack = victim ->stack;
35 }
36 unlock(f);
37 if (!w->stack) w->stack = take_stack_from_pool(w);
38 execute(f, w->stack + STACK_SIZE );
39 }
40 void execute(fibril_t * f, void * rsp) {
41 set_stack_pointer(rsp);
42 set_frame_pointer(f->state.rbp);
43 set_return_address(f->state.rip);
44 }

Figure 4.5 : The implementation of Fibril’s work-stealing scheduler.
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including push, pop, and steal, since it is the same as Cilk’s deque [19], which

employs Dijkstra’s protocol for mutual exclusion [73].

A Fibril frame (defined in line 1) contains a count that records the number of

pending child tasks of the frame. A frame’s count is zero initially. When a frame is

stolen for the first time, the thief increments the frame’s count twice (line 32 and 33)

to account for both the parent frame and the child task that was spawned earlier.

When a worker completes a child task and attempts to resume its parent by

calling fibril resume, it enters the scheduler space and calls schedule. schedule

first locks the frame the worker is attempting to resume, then decrements the frame’s

count.

If the frame still has pending children, i.e., count is larger than zero, the scheduler

has to perform randomized stealing to find a task for the worker to execute. Before

the worker starts stealing, however, it should check whether the suspended frame

resides on top of its current stack (line 8). If the frame is on top of the worker’s stack,

the worker unmaps the unused portion of its current stack and clears the stack from

its worker state (line 10). The unused space starts at the stack’s address and ends at

the page boundary that is just above the top of the stack. It is safe to unmap unused

memory pages of the stack because no worker will access the unused space until one

resumes the suspended frame. When a worker steals a frame, it will take a stack from

a stack pool to execute the stolen frame (line 37).

If all children of the frame that the scheduler is trying to resume have completed,

i.e., count becomes zero, the worker can resume the frame. If the stack the frame

resides on is not the stack the worker is using (line 15), the worker puts its current

stack into the stack pool and remaps the memory pages of the suspended stack. Then

it uses the frame’s stack to execute the frame.
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Eventually, the scheduler will call execute on a frame to transfer the control back

to the application space and execute the frame. Note that if the frame is a stolen

frame, the worker will execute the frame using a stack pointer that points to the top

of a new stack (line 38).

Implementation of unmap/remap There are two ways to implement the

unmap/remap routine in Figure 4.5. Many operating systems provides an interface to

change the memory mapping of a virtual address range. For example, Linux provides

an mmap system call that changes the memory mapping of a virtual address range. To

unmap, one can call mmap to change the mappings of the unused address space to an

empty dummy file. Since the dummy file will not be accessed, these mappings will

not consume physical memory or incur I/O activity. Note that we cannot implement

unmap by calling munmap to free the unused memory pages because the operating sys-

tem (OS) may give the unused virtual address space back to the memory allocator.

Changing the mappings of the unused stack space to a dummy file preserves the ad-

dress space but frees the physical memory pages. In remap, we can call mmap again

to obtain anonymous pages from the OS for the unused portion of the stack.

This approach assumes that a multithreaded process’s underlying virtual memory

subsystem allows operations that change non-overlapping memory regions of a shared

address space to execute concurrently. Unfortunately, most operating systems today

serialize these operations. Specifically, widely used OS kernels, such as Linux and

FreeBSD, use a single lock per shared address space. System calls that change the

shared address space, such as mmap, need to acquire the lock before applying changes.¶

¶In principle, if two mmaps operate on non-overlapping memory regions, these operations should
be perfectly parallelizable. Clements et al. applied this principle in the design of a scalable address
space for multithreaded applications, called RadixVM [74].
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Therefore, mmap will become a bottleneck for Fibril, since multiple workers may call

unmap/remap at the same time on di↵erent stacks.

On Unix-like systems, one can implement unmap using the madvise system call

with the MADV DONTNEED flag. madvise(..., MADV DONTNEED) tells the OS that the

memory pages of a specified address range are no longer needed and the OS may

choose to free the pages. This approach gives the OS the flexibility to free the memory

pages lazily, which may yield better performance if the OS has memory to spare and

does not need to reclaim the memory pages.k More importantly, calling madvise with

MADV DONTNEED does not acquire the address space lock to free the memory pages,

which permits concurrent unmap calls. When unmap is implemented using madvise,

remap becomes an no-op. Accessing the unmapped address range will trigger a page

fault then the OS will allocate a memory page for the accessed address.

4.2.4 Theoretical Bounds of Fibril’s Scheduler

Because Fibril changes the memory mapping to conserve memory footprint, there is

a gap between a Fibril program’s physical memory and virtual address usage. We

analyze bounds on the physical and virtual space separately. We measure space in

memory pages, the size of which we leave unspecified. We define the stack depth of

a Fibril program to be the number of memory pages on the stack in a serial execution

of the program. We define the Fibril depth of a Fibril program to be the maximum

number of Fibril frames on any path from the root to a leaf of the program’s invocation

tree. We show the following theorems regarding the space and time requirements of

a Fibril program.

kCurrently, the Linux implementation of madvise(..., MADV DONTNEED) always frees the mem-
ory pages. But this may change in the future.
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Fibril’s virtual address space bound

Theorem 4.1

For a Fibril program with stack depth S
1

and Fibril depth D, the Fibril scheduler

can execute the program on P processors using DPS
1

pages of virtual address space.

Proof 4.1 Fibril maintains the busy-leaves property. This implies that, at any given

time, the number of leaves in the invocation tree is bounded by P . The stack frames

along a path from the root of the invocation tree to a leaf may reside on di↵erent

stacks. Since a path changes to a di↵erent stack only when resuming a stolen Fibril

frame, each path may span at most D stacks. Moreover, because each of these

stacks may grow to be as large as S
1

, each path may use DS
1

virtual address space.

Therefore, the bound on the virtual address space is DPS
1

.

Although the bound on virtual address space can be very large for an execution

with a deep Fibril depth, it is practical on 64-bit systems because the virtual address

space is significantly larger than any realistic value of DPS
1

.

Fibril’s physical memory usage bound

Theorem 4.2

For a Fibril program with stack depth S
1

and Fibril depth D, the Fibril scheduler

can execute the program on P processors using P (S
1

+D) pages of physical memory.

Proof 4.2 Because the Fibril scheduler maintains the busy-leaves property, the num-

ber of leaves in the program’s invocation tree is bounded by P . For a path from the

root of the invocation tree to a leaf, the stack frames on the path may span multiple

stacks. Since a path can only change to a di↵erent stack at a Fibril frame, each path

may span at most D stacks. Because Fibril unmaps the unused pages of a stack, each

dormant stack only contains memory pages that hold stack frames. Because stack
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frames may not align with page boundaries, there may be a partially unused page at

the top of each stack. Since there are at most D stacks, there can be at most D such

partially unused pages on a path. Since the stack frames on each path may consume

up to S
1

pages, the total number of pages a path may use is S
1

+D. Therefore, the

program uses at most P (S
1

+D) memory pages.

Fibril’s physical memory bound is a strong bound. Comparing with Blumofe and

Leiserson’s space bound, it only adds a constant overhead D per processor, staying

well below the threshold of impracticality. Fibril’s physical memory bound is also

a loose bound since it counts every non-leaf frame in the invocation tree more than

once. Moreover, we should not expect that every Fibril frame will be stolen. For a

program with su�cient parallelism, the number of steals is usually much less than

the number of spawns.

Fibril’s time bound

Theorem 4.3

For a Fibril program with work T
1

and span T
1

, the Fibril scheduler can execute the

program on P processors in expected time T
p

 T
1

/P + c
1

T
1

, where c
1

= O(S
1

).

Fibril’s time bound trades the constant span overhead c
1

on the span term of

Cilk’s time bound for an overhead that is linear in the program’s stack size S
1

, where

S
1

is measured in memory pages. This increased overhead reflects the cost of unmap-

ping and remapping a stack’s unused memory pages. We consider the cost of changing

the mappings of an address space to be linear in the number of mappings it changes.

In the worse case, every steal might cause the scheduler to change the mappings of

a worst-case stack of depth S
1

. One may prove Fibril’s time bound by applying the

proof techniques of Blumofe and Leiserson [24] or those of Arora et al. [75].
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Like the space bound, Fibril’s time bound is also a loose bound because not every

steal will cause an unmap action. Fibril does not unmap a stack if the worker that

executes on the stack completes later than the thief who steals the frame on top of

the stack. The bound is also a strong bound; it guarantees that a program with

su�cient parallelism achieves near-perfect linear speedup. We consider a program

has su�cient parallelism if T
1

/T
1

� O(S
1

)P .

4.3 Evaluation

To evaluate Fibril’s performance, we implemented Fibril on an x86-64 architecture.

There are three concerns that we investigate in our empirical study:

1. how Fibril’s performance compares with other work-stealing runtime systems,

2. whether Fibril’s unmap/remap routine incurs significant overhead, and

3. how e↵ective is Fibril’s unmap/remap in reducing the memory footprint of a

parallel program.

To address these concerns, we compare Fibril with Intel Cilk Plus [44] and Thread

Building Blocks (TBB) [21]. Because Cilk Plus’s work-stealing scheduler is similar to

that of Fibril, it serves as a fair point of comparison. Intel TBB is similar to Fibril

because it is also a library-based implementation of a work-stealing scheduler. We

evaluate Fibril using 12 benchmarks. Table 4.1 briefly describes each benchmark and

lists the input size we used for each of them in our experiments. These benchmarks are

a representative subset of the benchmarks used in previous studies of work-stealing.

We evaluate two variants of Fibril: Fibril and Fibril (w/o unmap), where Fibril

implements unmap using madvise(..., MADV DONTNEED) and Fibril (w/o unmap)’s

unmap is an no-op. In both versions, remap is an no-op.
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Table 4.1 : The description of the 12 benchmarks.
Benchmark Input Description
cholesky 4000/40000⇤ Cholesky decomposition
↵t 226 Fast Fourier transformation
fib 42 Recursive Fibonacci
heat 2048⇥ 500 Jacobi heat di↵usion
integrate 104(✏ = 10�9) Quadrature adaptive integration
knapsack 32 Recursive knapsack
lu 4096 LU decomposition
matmul 2048 Matrix multiply
nqueens 14 Count ways to place N queens
quicksort 108 Parallel quicksort
rectmul 4096 Rectangular matrix multiply
strassen 4096 Strassen matrix multiply

⇤: 40000 is the number of non-zero values in the matrix.

General Setup We ran all experiments on an Intel Haswell system with two 18-core

2.3 GHz CPUs with 2-way simultaneous multithreading on each core, with a total

of 72 hardware threads. The total memory available on the system is 128 GBytes.

The operating system ran on the machine is Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 7.0

(Maipo) with kernel version 3.16.7. All code, both Fibril and the benchmarks, are

compiled with GCC 5.2.0. Since GCC 5.2.0 comes with native support for Cilk Plus,

we also used it to compile the Cilk Plus versions of the benchmarks. We used Intel

TBB 4.4 Update 4 in our experiments. We compiled all code with -O2 optimization.

We performed all experiments ten times and recorded the mean execution time and

the maximum stack usage of all ten runs. The standard deviation of our results is

negligible. All experiments use 4KB memory pages and 1M stacks. Cilk Plus by

default limits the maximum number of stacks its workers can use to 2400. We do not

pin threads to physical cores to allow the OS to migrate workers among cores when

it sees an oppertunity.
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T1 T1:Fibril T1:CilkPlus T1:TBB Tserial / 
T1:Fibril

Tserial / 
T1:CilkPlus

Tserial/
T1:TBB

cholesky 7.502119 10.5962 12.2336 19.0256 0.71 0.61 0.39 1.2 1.8

fft 11.766056 12.1489 12.5993 13.2494 0.97 0.93 0.89 1.0 1.1

fib 0.889965 9.9354 18.4232 59.1581 0.09 0.05 0.02 1.9 6.0

heat 0.933821 0.9417 0.9740 1.0309 0.99 0.96 0.91 1.0 1.1

integrate 2.868998 7.7896 10.5763 28.3994 0.37 0.27 0.10 1.4 3.6

knapsack 0.010319 0.0361 0.0530 0.1523 0.29 0.19 0.07 1.5 4.2

lu 14.213111 14.2821 14.4080 14.9937 1.00 0.99 0.95 1.0 1.0

matmul 12.282237 19.4298 33.0960 48.4187 0.63 0.37 0.25 1.7 2.5

nqueens 4.318736 11.5905 17.0217 27.2005 0.37 0.25 0.16 1.5 2.3

quicksort 9.010416 10.8646 17.5003 21.2636 0.83 0.51 0.42 1.6 2.0

rectmul 22.074326 22.9369 23.4042 25.4532 0.96 0.94 0.87 1.0 1.1

strassen 11.845931 11.7415 11.7862 11.7800 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.0 1.0
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Figure 4.6 : The relative performance on one thread.

Table 4.2 : Fibril’s single-thread performance improvement over Intel Cilk Plus and
TBB.

Benchmark Speedup over Cilk Plus Speedup over TBB
cholesky 1.2⇥ 1.8⇥
fib 1.9⇥ 6.0⇥
integrate 1.3⇥ 3.6⇥
knapsack 1.5⇥ 4.2⇥
matmul 1.7⇥ 2.5⇥
nqueens 1.4⇥ 2.3⇥
quicksort 1.6⇥ 2.0⇥

Serial Performance Figure 4.6 shows the relative performance of Fibril, Cilk Plus,

and TBB versions of the benchmark on a single thread. We normalize each perfor-

mance number (1/T
1

:Fibril, 1/T
1

:CilkPlus, and 1/T
1

:TBB) with the performance of

the serial version of the benchmark (1/T
serial

). A number below one indicates that the

benchmark’s parallel version is slower than its serial version. For instance, the per-

formance of matmul using Fibril on one thread is approximately 40% slower than the

performance of the serial matmul. For seven of the benchmarks, their single-thread

performance in Fibril greatly outperforms those of Intel Cilk Plus and TBB; they
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Table 4.3 : Fibril’s performance improvement over Intel Cilk Plus and TBB on 72
threads.

Benchmark Speedup over Cilk Plus Speedup over TBB
cholesky 1.4⇥ 3.0⇥
fib 2.8⇥ 7.9⇥
integrate 1.8⇥ 4.5⇥
knapsack 2.2⇥ 4.8⇥
matmul 2.3⇥ 4.3⇥
nqueens 2.1⇥ 2.8⇥

are shown in Table 4.2. These results indicate that its calling conventions have lower

overhead than those of Cilk Plus. For fft, heat, lu, rectmul, and strassen, their

single-thread performance in Fibril is similar (1.0⇥–1.1⇥) to those of Intel Cilk Plus

and TBB. Each of these benchmarks perform a significant floating point computation

within each task, the serial overhead of fork and join operations becomes insignificant.

Therefore, the performance of di↵erent versions of these benchmarks is almost the

same.

Parallel Performance Figure 4.7 shows the performance of the benchmarks on 1–

72 threads. We assume the ideal speedup a benchmark achieves is P⇥ on P threads.

Fibril greatly outperforms both Cilk Plus and TBB for most of the benchmarks. On

six of the benchmarks, their Fibril version outperforms those of Cilk Plus and TBB;

these are shown in Table 4.3. For other benchmarks, their Fibril versions perform

better or similar to their Cilk Plus and TBB versions. Since Cilk Plus’s limitation

on the total number of stacks a program can use is never reached in our experiments,

Fibril’s speedup over Cilk Plus is a result of Fibril’s better serial performance. Fig-

ure 4.7 also shows that the performance di↵erence between Fibril and Fibril (w/o

unmap) is negligible. This indicates that our approach to bound the memory usage
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Table 4.4 : Profile of key operations on 72 threads.
steals unmaps page faults
Fibril Fibril Fibril Cilk Plus TBB

cholesky 6568K 2795K 89K 31K 193K
↵t 81K 63K 2392K 1475K 346K
fib 20K 12K 6K 3K 9K
heat 579K 452K 10K 10K 9K
integrate 22K 19K 5K 3K 5K
knapsack 13K 12K 1K 2K 1K
lu 2440K 1384K 41K 2K 5K
matmul 92K 62K 13K 10K 69K
nqueens 37K 12K 19K 3K 4K
quicksort 7263K 4005K 1299K 693K 66K
rectmul 43K 33K 3012K 2712K 6472K
strassen 25K 9K 9336K 9494K 23926K

is of minimal overhead.

Table 4.4 lists the average number of key actions performed on 72 threads. Ta-

ble 4.4 shows that not every successful steal in Fibril will cause an unmap operation.

The percentage of steals that cause an unmap in Fibril varies from 33% to 92% among

the 12 benchmarks. Table 4.4 also shows that Fibril’s unmap results in an increase in

the number of page faults. This is because a page that is returned to the OS may

be accessed again when the suspended frame on the stack is resumed. However, the

increase in the number of page faults does not incur significant overhead because the

Fibril (w/o unmap) version performs the same as Fibril as shown in Figure 4.7.

Stack Space Utilization Table 4.5 shows the stack footprint of the benchmarks

using Fibril on 72 threads. For comparison, we also list the theoretical space bound

per thread (S
1

+ D) in the table. Overall, Fibril’s actual stack usage per thread is

well below its theoretical bound. Specifically, all of the benchmarks use less than 60%

of the stack space of their theoretical bound. For these benchmarks, this shows that
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1 2 4 8 16 32 64 72

cholesky Fibril 10.5962 5.3971 2.8982 1.8922 0.9636 0.5307 0.4493 0.4458

7.502119 CilkPlus 12.2336 6.1593 3.3285 1.8362 1.1602 0.7392 0.5960 0.6029
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Figure 4.7 : The speedup on 1–72 threads. The X axis are the number of threads,
and Y axis values are T

serial

/T
P

, where T
P

is the execution time on P threads.
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Table 4.5 : memory pages used for stack in Fibril.
Application D S

1

S
1

+D S
72

/72
cholesky 10 2 12 4.82
↵t 19 5 24 13.90
fib 41 3 44 8.46
heat 12 1 13 4.49
integrate 32 3 35 8.76
knapsack 32 3 35 5.71
lu 8 2 10 4.92
matmul 10 2 12 4.90
nqueens 14 3 17 6.19
quicksort 69 4 73 9.89
rectmul 24 3 27 9.31
strassen 6 2 8 4.79

the space bound in Theorem 4.2 is loose.

Table 4.6 shows the resident set size (RSS) and stack usage of the benchmarks

on 72 threads. The RSSes of Fibril benchmarks are similar to those of Cilk Plus.

This may be because Fibril uses more stacks than Cilk Plus to execute these com-

putations. Compared with TBB, Fibril uses much less memory to execute the same

computations.

4.4 Limitation of Fibril’s cactus stack

The presented implementation of Fibril’s cactus stack achieves strong theoretical

bounds on both time and space, while maintaining the interoperability with serial

code. We have also shown that Fibril, in practice, outperforms the state of the

art work-stealing schedulers. However, there are still limitations of Fibril’s cactus

stack implementation. In particular, the class of multithreaded computations that

a Fibril program can execute is restricted to fully strict computation. This section

discusses the reason behind this limitation and possible approaches to apply Fibril to
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Table 4.6 : The RSS and stack usage on 72 threads.
�RSS / Max RSS # of stacks

Fibril C.P. TBB Fibril C.P.
cholesky 84/95 81/91 173/184 346 333
↵t 1540/2055 1546/2060 1639/2154 334 321
fib 3/6 3/5 108/111 315 297
heat 36/65 31/31 139/175 323 314
integrate 3/6 3/5 97/100 326 310
knapsack 3/6 3/5 106/109 316 326
lu 3/134 3/133 92/224 356 348
matmul 11/54 14/57 123/167 356 348
nqueens 5/5 3/3 113/116 352 314
quicksort 385/769 391/775 883/883 340 323
rectmul 513/772 680/938 1026/1285 335 333
strassen 2434/2694 2762/3020 2603/2862 343 329

C.P.: Cilk Plus. The RSS are shown in MBs.
� RSS: the incremental RSS during the computation; this excludes the physical

memory used for input data and libraries.

computations that are not fully strict.

A multithreaded computation can be viewed as a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

of function invocations connected by dependency edges. A fork or call edge is rep-

resented as a directed edge from the caller to the callee. A join or return edge is

represented as a directed edge from the callee to the caller. Note that each node in

the DAG defined above is a function invocation rather than an instruction, which

is di↵erent from the definition used by Blumode and Leiserson [24]. The above def-

inition makes the following discussion easier, while not a↵ecting the correctness of

reasoning.

Fibril’s cactus stack implementation relies on the assumption that the expressed

computation is a subclass of general multithreaded computations known as fully strict

computations. A fully strict computation is one in which all join edges from a function
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go to its parent. A superclass of fully strict computations is strict computation, in

which all join edges from a function go to an ancestor in the invocation tree. It

has been shown that multithreaded computations with arbitrary dependencies are

impossible to schedule e�ciently with respect to both time and space [76].

This limitation of Fibril’s cactus stack comes from the fact that its cactus stack

is built upon x86’s linear stack organization. Let us revisit the case illustrated in

Figure 4.3, where B spawns C and a thief (W
2

) steals and resumes B. If C’s join

edge goes to an ancestor of B, B can return without joining C. In this case, when B

returns, W
2

’s stack pointer rsp will be restored to the original stack if B’s function

epilogue restores rsp by executing mov rsp, rbp (rsp := rbp). Therefore, it is

possible that W
2

executes on the original stack while W
1

is still executing C on the

same stack.

We want to note that some compiler may generate a di↵erent function epilogue

that restores rsp by incrementing it with the size of the current frame, if the size is

known at compile time. In this case, Fibril’s cactus stack may still work. However,

currently there is no way to force the widely used compilers such as GCC to generate

this kind of epilogue. Also this approach cannot work if the frame’s size is unknown

at compile time.

In theory, any multithreaded computation that can be executed in a depth-first

manner can be transformed into either strict or fully strict by altering the dependency

structure without a↵ecting the semantics of the computation (however, it may a↵ect

the achievable parallelism) [77]. In practice, however, there are valid reasons that such

transformations are not always possible. Considering a situation where one wants to

parallelize a program written in a di↵erent language (but interoprable with C) using

Fibril. The straightforward way to achieve this is to use wrapper function in C to call
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1 RECURSIVE FUNCTION fib(n) RESULT(m)
2 EXTERNAL fibril_init
3 EXTERNAL fibril_fork_fib
4 EXTERNAL fibril_join
5 INTEGER , INTENT(in) :: n
6 INTEGER :: m, x, y
7 TYPE(FIBRIL) :: fr

9 IF (n < 2) THEN
10 m = n
11 ELSE
12 CALL fibril_init(fr)
13 CALL fibril_fork_fib(fr , x, n - 1)
14 y = fib(n - 2)
15 CALL fibril_join(fr)
16 m = x + y
17 END IF
18 END FUNCTION

Figure 4.8 : A Fortran function fib if parallelized using Fibril.

Fibril APIs. However, this cannot work since using wrapper functions to fork and

join makes the computation not a fully strict computation. Figure 4.8 and 4.9 show

an example of how one could consider parallelizing a Fortran implementation of fib

using Fibril. Because of the use of wrapper functions, the spawned function (fib )

now joins with a sibling function (fibril join ), which makes the computation non-

strict. Fibril will possibly fail when executing this code.

However, it is possible to make Fibril work for non-strict computations by using

return address overwriting tricks. A possible approach would be overwriting the re-

turn addresses of functions that calls fibril fork to the address of a special routine.

This special routine performs the following steps.

1. Check whether the stolen frame has multiple active children; if it has only one

active child, jump to the original return address.

2. If the stolen frame has multiple active children, it replaces the thief’s stack
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1 #include <fibril.h>
2 extern int fib_(int n);

4 fibril void fibril_init_(fibril_t * fr) {
5 fibril_init(fr);
6 }
7 fibril void fibril_fork_fib_(fibril_t * fr, int * ret , int * n) {
8 fibril_fork(fr , ret , _fib , (n));
9 }

10 fibril void fibril_join_(fibril_t * fr) {
11 fibril_join(fr);
12 }

Figure 4.9 : Wrapper functions that helps parallelizing the Fortran fib. Function
name are appended with an underscore to interoperate with Fortran.

pointer with an address on the thief’s stack; this enables the thief to continue

execute on its own stack, keeping the original stack private to the victim.

3. Overwrite the parent frame’s return address to the start address of the special

routine, so that the special routine will be trigger again when the parent frame

returns.

4. Jump to the original return address.

This approach should not add too much overhead to the original Fibril implementation

since the added overhead is linear to the depth of the computation in the worst case.

We leave this as future work. The current Fibril implementation supports only fully

strict computations.
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Chapter 5

A Wait-free Queue as Fast as fetch-and-add

This section presents our design for a wait-free FIFO queue. Section 5.1 introduces

concepts that provide a foundation for our design. Section 5.2 presents the high-level

design of our wait-free queue. Sections 5.3–5.5 present our queue data structure,

its operations, and their properties in detail. Section 5.6 describes a novel memory

reclamation scheme used by our queue.

5.1 Preliminaries

We design our queue for an asynchronous shared memory system [78]. On such a

system, a program is executed by p deterministic threads, where p may exceed the

number of physical processors. Threads communicate via atomic operations on a

predefined set of shared memory locations. A scheduler decides which threads to run

and the mapping between threads and processors. We assume the scheduler may

suspend execution of any thread at any time for arbitrarily long.

Memory model When writing code for concurrent data structures, one must mark

shared variables as volatile to ensure that variable reads and writes access memory

rather than just a thread’s registers. To simplify the presentation of pseudo-code for

our queue, we assume a sequentially consistent⇤ memory model. However, today’s

⇤Sequential consistency [79] means that the result of any execution is the same as if all memory
accesses by threads were executed in some sequential order, and the accesses of each individual
thread appear in this sequence in the order specified by the program.
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programming languages and architectures provide weaker ordering guarantees and

allow accesses to be reordered for performance. To prevent any undesired reorderings

by a compiler or hardware, atomic operations or memory fences are necessary to

guarantee the order of accesses to di↵erent shared memory locations.

We omit volatile declarations and memory fences in this thesis and present them

in the published source code.†

Atomic primitives We model memory as an array of 64-bit values. We use the no-

tation m[a] for the value stored in address a of the memory. The presented algorithms

use the following 64-bit atomic primitives:

• read, denoted as x := m[a], which returns m[a];

• write, denoted as m[a] := x, which stores x into m[a];

• FAA(a, v), which returns m[a] and stores m[a] + v at a;

• CAS(a, t, v), denoted as (a : t 7! v), which stores v into m[a] and returns

true if m[a] = t; otherwise, it returns false.

64-bit architectures from AMD and Intel support FAA and CAS natively. IBM

Power architectures lack native support for FAA and CAS, but one can emulate

them using load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC). Although emulating FAA

and CAS with LL/SC retry loops sacrifices the wait freedom of our queue on Power7,

our algorithm still performs well on Power7 in practice.

†The source code of our queue is available as the supplemental material of our paper in the ACM
Digital Library [80]. It is also available at https://github.com/chaoran/fast-wait-free-queue.
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1 void enqueue(void * x) {
2 do t := FAA(&T, 1);
3 while (!CAS(&Q[t], ?, x));
4 }

6 void * dequeue () {
7 do h := FAA(&H, 1);
8 while (CAS(&Q[h], ?, >) and T > h);
9 return (Q[h] = > ? EMPTY : Q[h]);

10 }

Figure 5.1 : An obstruction-free queue using an infinite array.

Linearizability Stated informally, a FIFO queue is an object whose state Q is a

sequence of zero or more values. It supports an enqueue(x) operation that appends

x to Q and a dequeue() operation that removes the first value in Q and returns it, or

returns EMPTY if Q is an empty sequence. The correctness condition we use for our

concurrent queue design is linearizability [78], which means that each operation on

our queue must appear to “take e↵ect” instantaneously at a point in time within the

interval during which the operation executes. A linearizable FIFO queue is a queue

for which any concurrent operation history has a linearization that conforms to a

correct sequential operation history of a FIFO queue.

5.2 High-level Design of the Queue

Our queue can be viewed as a wait-free realization of the non-blocking queue shown

in Figure 5.1. This is similar to the base algorithm used for LCRQ [29]. Figure 5.1

represents a queue using an infinite array, Q, with unbounded head and tail indices,

H and T , which mark the boundaries of the interval in Q that may contain values.

We reserve two special values, ? (bottom) and > (top), which may not be enqueued.

Initially, each cell Q[i] contains a ?. A dequeue may update a cell’s value to > to
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mark it unusable, which prevents enqueues from putting a value into that cell.

An enqueue(x) obtains a cell index t by performing a FAA on T . Then it attempts

to perform (Q[t] : ? 7! x). If the CAS succeeds, the enqueue operation completes.

Otherwise, it tries again.

Similarly, a dequeue obtains a cell index h by performing a FAA on H. The

dequeue repeats the FAA until either (1) (Q[h] : ? 7! >) fails, or (2) it sees T  h. If

(1), it means that an enqueued value is available in Q[h] and the dequeue can return

it; if (2), it means the queue is empty, the dequeue can return EMPTY.

This simple queue is non-blocking because neither a suspended enqueue or dequeue

will block other operations. More precisely, the queue is obstruction-free because it

is susceptible to livelock. For example, given an enqueuer E, a dequeuer D, and a

queue with state T = H, if E and D interleave repeatedly in the following order,

neither will make progress: (1) E performs a FAA on T, (2) D performs a FAA on

H, (3) D performs a CAS, (4) E performs a CAS, and (5) D reads T .

We adopt Kogan and Petrank’s fast-path-slow-path methodology to construct our

wait-free queue. Our wait-free queue uses operations like those in Figure 5.1 as the

fast-path. We designed compatible slow-path implementations of these operations to

ensure wait-freedom. An operation on the queue first tries its fast-path implemen-

tation until it succeeds or the number of failures exceeds a threshold. If necessary,

it falls back to its slow-path, which guarantees completion within a finite number of

attempts. We now describe the high-level design of our wait-free queue’s implemen-

tation.
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5.2.1 Emulate an Infinite Array

We emulate an infinite array using a singly-linked list of equal-sized array segments.

Each thread maintains two local pointers, head and tail, to segments in the list. A

thread uses its head pointer for dequeues and its tail pointer for enqueues. To find a

cell Q[i] in the queue, a thread traverses the list starting with the segment at head or

tail until it reaches the segment containing Q[i]. The traversing thread appends new

segments if it reaches the end of the list before it finds Q[i]. Segments that are no

longer in use are removed from the front of the list. Section 5.6 describes the details

of our memory reclamation scheme. In a nutshell, to support memory reclamation,

each thread maintains a hazard pointer [81]. A thread publishes its head or tail

pointer in the hazard pointer at the start of a dequeue or an enqueue and clears it

after an operation. Periodically, a thread will scan every thread’s head, tail, and

hazard pointer to find the earliest segment that is in use by any thread and reclaim

all preceding segments.

5.2.2 Ensure Wait-freedom

Using Herlihy’s approach [27], one makes an operation wait-free by turning its

contenders—concurrent operations that prevent the operation from succeeding—into

helpers, who help the operation to complete. For example, an enqueue on the fast-

path may never succeed because contending dequeues mark every cell they visit as

unusable. To make enqueues wait-free, a slow-path enqueue enlists the help of con-

tending dequeuers by publishing an enqueue request. Initially, the local states of

threads are linked in a ring; each dequeuer keeps a pointer to the state of an en-

queue peer. Whenever a dequeue marks a cell unusable, it helps its enqueue peer

if the peer has a pending enqueue request. When the peer’s request completes, the
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dequeuer updates its peer pointer to the next enqueuer in the ring. Hence every time

an enqueue fails, its contending dequeuer will attempt to help some enqueue request

to complete. Eventually each pending enqueue request will get help from contending

dequeuers. When all contending dequeuers become an enqueue’s helpers, the enqueue

will definitely succeed.

Similarly, a fast-path dequeue may never succeed because enqueued values are

taken by contending dequeues. To make dequeues wait-free, each dequeuer maintains

a pointer to a dequeue peer. Whenever a dequeue successfully takes a value, it helps

its dequeue peer if the peer has a pending dequeue request. A slow-path dequeue and

its helpers traverse the queue to find a value to dequeue. A dequeue on the slow-path

will eventually succeed because all contending dequeues will help it to dequeue.

5.3 Building Blocks

Global state Figure 5.2 and 5.3 shows the data types used to implement our wait-

free queue. The queue itself is represented by a triple (Q,H, T ). Q is a singly-linked

list of segments. Each segment in the list consists of (1) a unique id, (2) a next

pointer, and (3) an N -vector of cells. Initially, Q points to a segment with id zero.

We denote the segment with id i as segment[i] and the j-th cell in a segment as

cell[j]. T and H are 64-bit head and tail indices used to index cells in the queue.

Both H and T are zero initially. A cell at index i, known as Q[i], corresponds to cell[i

mod N ] in segment[i/N ].

Thread-local state The local state of each thread is stored in a handle. Each han-

dle contains head and tail pointers to segments in the queue; both point to segment[0]

initially. We maintain head and tail pointers to queue segments as part of each
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1 typedef struct { int pending : 1; int cid : 63; } State

3 typedef struct { void *val; State state; } EnqReq;
4 typedef struct { int64_t id; State state; } DeqReq;

6 typedef struct { void *val; EnqReq *enq; DeqReq *deq; } Cell;
7 typedef struct { int64_t id; Segment *next; Cell cells[N]; } Segment;

9 typedef struct { Segment *Q; int64_t T; int64_t H; } Queue;

11 typedef struct {
12 Handle *next;
13 Segment *tail , *head;
14 struct { EnqReq req; Handle *peer; } enq;
15 struct { DeqReq req; Handle *peer; } deq;
16 } Handle;

Figure 5.2 : Structures used in the wait-free queue.

thread’s local state to avoid contention that would inevitably arise if we maintained

them as part of the queue’s shared state. During initialization, all thread handles are

linked in a ring using their next pointers; this enables any thread to access the state

of other threads.

A thread’s enqueue state (Handle.enq) consists of an enqueue request req, a peer,

and an id. The req structure is used to request help from other threads. The peer

pointer is used to identify another thread’s request that might need help. The id is

used to record the index of a pending request that the thread is helping. A thread’s

dequeue state also contains req and peer fields. Both enqueue and dequeue request

are two 64-bit words: an enqueue request is a tuple (val, state) and a dequeue request

is a tuple (rid, state). The val of an enqueue request is the value to enqueue; it is ?

initially which is a reserved value that may not be enqueued. A dequeue request is

uniquely identified using its rid.

The state of an request is a tuple (pending, cid), where pending uses 1-bit to
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indicate whether the request yet to complete and cid (short for cell id) uses 63-bit to

target a cell in the queue. The purpose of cid in a state is di↵erent for an enqueue

request and a dequeue request. For an enqueue request, cid indicates the candidate

cells that the request may enqueue into, that is the cells with an index larger or equal

to cid (more details later). For a dequeue request, cid indicates candidate cells that

the request may dequeue from, that is the cells with an index equal to cid. While

a dequeue request is pending, its cid is updated to di↵erent candidate cells. Once

the dequeue request completes, its cid is the index of the cell to dequeue from (more

details later). Note that each thread has only one storage for its enqueue requests and

dequeue requests respectively. This means a thread has to reuse its request storage

for slow-path enqueue and dequeue.

Cells Each cell in the queue is a triple (val, enq, deq). val is a value. enq and deq

are pointers to enqueue and dequeue requests, respectively. Each component of a cell

may also be a reserved value. For val, we reserve ? and >. For enq, we reserve ?
e

and >
e

. For deq, we reserve ?
d

and >
d

. Every cell is (?,?
e

,?
d

) initially.

The find cell function locates a cell given sp, a pointer to a segment, and cell id,

the index of the cell. find cell traverses the queue starting at segment sp until

it finds the segment with id cell id/N , i.e., the segment containing cell cell id. If

find cell reaches the end of the segment list before it finds the cell, it allocates a

new segment, initializes it, and then tries to append it to the list using a CAS on

the last segment’s next pointer. If the CAS fails, some other thread has already

extended the segment list, so the thread frees the segment it failed to append. The

thread continues the traversal with the successor segment now available. Eventually,

the thread will find segment[cell id/N ] and return cell[cell id mod N ]. Note that
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1 Segment *new_segment(int id) {
2 Segment *s = malloc(sizeof(Segment ));
3 s->id = id;
4 s->next = null;
5 for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
6 s->cells[i].val = ?;
7 s->cells[i].enq = ?e;
8 s->cells[i].deq = ?d;
9 }

10 return s;
11 }

13 Cell *find_cell(Segment **sp , int cell_id) {
14 Segment *s = *sp; // invariant: sp points to a valid segment
15 // traverse list to target segment with id cell_id/N
16 for (int i = s->id; i < cell_id / N; i++) {
17 Segment *next = s->next;
18 if (next == NULL) { // the list needs another segment.
19 // allocate one and try to extend the list.
20 Segment *tmp = new_segment(i + 1);
21 if (!CAS(&s->next , null , tmp)) free(tmp);
22 // invariant: a successor segment exists
23 next := s->next;
24 }
25 s = next;
26 }
27 // invariant: s is the target segment (cell_id/N)
28 *sp = s; // update current segment pointer
29 return &s->cells[cell_id % N]; // return target cell
30 }

32 void advance_end_for_linearizability(int *E, int cid) {
33 // ensure head or tail index (*E) is at or beyond cid
34 do e = *E; while (e < cid and !CAS(E, e, cid ));
35 }

Figure 5.3 : Auxiliary methods of the wait-free queue.

find cell has a side-e↵ect: it updates the provided segment pointer to point to the

segment that contains the returned cell (line 28).
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5.4 Wait-free Enqueue

Figure 5.4 shows the code for wait-free enqueue. An enqueue first attempts to en-

queue a value via the fast-path (enq fast) until it succeeds or its “patience” runs

out. If necessary, it will finish the enqueue using the slow-path (enq slow), which is

guaranteed to succeed. enq fast is like enqueue in Figure 5.1; however, if it fails,

it will return the cell index it obtained with FAA in an output parameter id. This

index becomes the id of an enqueue request used by the slow-path.

When necessary, an enqueue begins its slow-path by publishing its enqueue request

in its thread handle’s enq.req field. The enqueuer first writes the value to enqueue in

req.val then sets its request’s state to (1, id), where id is the last cell index obtained

on the fast-path. After publishing its enqueue request to solicit help, a slow-path

enqueue continues trying to succeed on its own by obtaining indices of additional

cells in the queue using FAA and trying to deposit its value into each candidate cell.

This process continues until the enqueue deposits its value into a cell or a contending

dequeuer helps it to complete. Each dequeuer tries to help enqueue requests by calling

help enq on each cell it visits; Figure 5.5 lists the code for help enq. Given a cell

Q[i] and a pointer r to an enqueue request, an enqueuer or its helpers perform the

following steps to enqueue:

1. reserve Q[i] using (Q[i].enq : ?
e

! r),

2. claim r for Q[i] using (r->state : (1, id) ! (0, i)),

3. write v in Q[i0] using Q[i0].val := v, where i0 = r->state.id.
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1 void enqueue(Queue *q, Handle *h, void *v) {
2 for (int p = PATIENCE; p >= 0; p--)
3 if (enq_fast(q, h, v, &cell_id )) return;
4 enq_slow(q, h, v, cell_id ); // use id from last attempt
5 }

7 bool try_to_claim_req(int *s, int id , int cell_id) {
8 return CAS(s, <1, id>, <0, cell_id >);
9 }

11 void enq_commit(Queue *q, Cell *c, void *v, int cid) {
12 advance_end_for_linearizability (&q->T, cid + 1);
13 c->val = v; // record value in claimed cell
14 }

16 bool enq_fast(Queue *q, Handle *h, void *v, int *cid) {
17 // obtain cell index and locate candidate cell
18 int i = FAA(&q->T, 1); Cell *c = find_cell (&h->tail , i);
19 if (CAS(&c->val , ?, v)) return true; // enq complete
20 *cid = i; return false; // fail , returning cell id
21 }

23 void enq_slow(Queue *q, Handle *h, void *v, int cell_id) {
24 // publish enqueue request
25 EnqReq *r = &h->enq.req; r->val = v; r->state = <1, cell_id >;
26 // use a local tail pointer to traverse because
27 // line 39 may need to find an earlier cell.
28 Segment *tmp_tail = h->tail;
29 do {
30 // obtain new cell index and locate candidate cell
31 long i = FAA(&q->T, 1); Cell *c = find_cell (&tmp_tail , i);
32 // Dijkstra ’s protocol
33 if (CAS(&c->enq , ?e, r) && c.val == ?) {
34 try_to_claim_req (&r->state , id , i); // for cell i
35 break; // invariant: request claimed (even if CAS failed)
36 }
37 } while (r->state.pending );
38 // invariant: req claimed for a cell; find that cell
39 long id = r->state.cid; Cell *c = find_cell (&h->tail , id);
40 enq_commit(q, c, v, id); // invariant: req committed
41 }

Figure 5.4 : Wait-free enqueue routine.
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1 void *help_enq(Queue *q, Handle *h, Cell *c, int i) {
2 if (!CAS(&c->val , ?, >) && c->val != >)
3 return c->val; // enqueue completed; no need to help
4 // c->val is >; help slow -path enqueues
5 Handle *p; EnqReq *r; State s;
6 if (c->enq == ?e) { // no enqueue request in cell yet
7 do { // help my current peer or next peer?
8 p = h->enq.peer; r = &p->enq.req; s = r->state;
9 // break if haven’t helped current peer or it still need help

10 if (h->enq.id == 0 || h->enq.id == s.id) break;
11 // peer request completed; try to help next peer
12 h->enq.id = 0; h->enq.peer = p->next;
13 } while (1); // two iterations at most
14 // if peer’s request is pending and can use this cell ,
15 // try to reserve cell by noting request in cell
16 if (s.pending && s.id <= i && !CAS(&c->enq , ?e, r))
17 h->enq.id = s.id; // failed; help the same req next time
18 else { // req is not pending , can’t use this cell , or helped
19 h->enq.id = 0; h->enq.peer = p->next; // help next peer next time
20 }
21 // can’t find a pending request , write >e to prevent other
22 // enqueue helpers from using cell c
23 if (c->enq == ?e) CAS(&c->enq , ?e, >e);
24 }
25 // invariant: cell’s enq is either a request or >e

26 if (c->enq == >e) // no enqueue can fill this cell
27 // EMPTY if not enough enqueues linearized before i
28 return (q->T <= i ? EMPTY : >);
29 // invariant: cell contains an enqueue request
30 r = c->enq; s = r->state; void *v = r->val;
31 if (s.id > i) { // request is unsuitable for this cell
32 // EMPTY if not enough enqueues linearized before i
33 if (c->val == > && q->T <= i) return EMPTY;
34 } else if (try_to_claim_req (&r->state , s.id, i) || // I claimed or
35 (s == <0,i> && c->val == >)) // claimed but not committed
36 enq_commit(q, c, v, i);
37 return c->val; // invariant: c->val is > or a value
38 }

Figure 5.5 : The enqueue helper routine help enq, which is called by a dequeue on
each cell from which it tries to obtain a value.

A cell’s enqueue result state

A cell’s state is initially (?,?
e

,?
d

). When an enqueuer (enq fast or enq slow) or

an enqueue helper (help enq) finishes with a cell, it will transition the cell into one
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of the following states:

• (v,?
e

,?
d

): an enqueue succeeded using the fast-path,

• (v, r,?
d

): an enqueue succeeded using the slow-path, or

• (>, r,?
d

) or (>,>
e

,?
d

): an enqueue failed and a helper may return EMPTY at

the cell.

We call these four states a cell’s enqueue result states. The enqueue routines and

help enq maintain the following important invariant:

Invariant 5.1

A cell in an enqueue result state cannot be changed by future enqueuers or enqueue

helpers.

Invariant 5.1 ensures that when an enqueue routine (enq fast or enq slow) and

multiple help enq are invoked on the same cell, they will produce one and only one

unique enqueue result state for that cell.

Avoid enqueueing into an unusable cell

An unusable cell is a cell that has been abandoned by dequeuers; a value written in

an unusable cell will not be dequeued. Therefore, an enqueuer must not enqueue into

a cell that has been marked unusable. To do this, we employ Dijkstra’s protocol [73]

to synchronize an enqueuer and its helpers. Specifically, after an enqueuer reserves

a cell Q[i] for its request r using (Q[i].enq : ?
e

7! r), it reads Q[i].val (line 33); if

Q[i].val has been set to >, it aborts enqueueing in Q[i] and restarts the process using

a di↵erent cell. After a dequeuer marks a cell Q[i] unusable by an enqueuer‡ using

‡Although a cell may be unusable by an enqueuer, a helping dequeue may put a value there
because at least one dequeue (itself) will try to consume it.
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(Q[i].val : ? 7! >), it reads Q[i].enq (line 6); if some request has reserved Q[i], i.e.

Q[i].enq 6= ?
e

, it helps the request to complete. Dijkstra’s protocol ensures that if a

dequeuer marks a cell unusable by an enqueuer after an enqueuer reserves the cell by

recording an enqueue request, the dequeuer will see the pending enqueue request. If

the dequeuer sees a pending request, the dequeuer will help complete it.

Ensure wait-freedom

To ensure slow-path enqueue is wait-free, enqueue’s helpers, that is the help enq

routine shown in Figure 5.5, maintains two key invariants:

Invariant 5.2

An enqueue helper continues helping a peer until (1) the peer has published a new

request or (2) the peer has no pending request for help.

An enqueue helper only advances to a new peer on lines 12 and 19. On line 12, an

enqueue helper advances to the next peer if the peer has published a new request

since it helped last (h->enq.id != s.id). Line 12 only executes once because it

establishes a breaking condition for the loop (h->enq.id = 0).

On line 19, an enqueue helper advances to the next peer only if the peer doesn’t

need help (s.pending = 0), the request can’t deposit into the current cell because

that would violate linearizability (s.id > i) (explained later), or the helper reserved

this cell for the request with (c->enq : ?
e

7! r)

Invariant 5.3

An enqueue helper does not help a thread again until it has helped all other threads.

Invariant 5.2 ensures that an enqueue helper will advance to the next peer when the

peer publishes a new request. A helper returns to a peer only after o↵ering help to

all other peer threads in the ring.
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Ensure linearizability

To ensure linearizability, we require that:

Invariant 5.4

An enqueue can only deposit a value into a cell Q[i], where i < T when the enqueue

completes.

Invariant 5.4 is always satisfied when an enqueuer claims a cell for a value because it

always obtains indices of cells using FAA on T . An enqueuer claims a cell for a value by

either (1) depositing the value into the cell (line 19), or (2) claiming a request for a cell

(line 34). If a helper claims an enqueue request, advance end for linearizability

is called (lines 40 and 36) to ensure that T is larger than the index of the cell where

the value will be deposited.

Invariant 5.5

A cell Q[i] can only be reserved for enqueue request r where r.id  i.

All cell indices a slow-path enqueue obtains on line 31 with FAA and tries to reserve

on line 33 will be larger than the id of the request it published, which is the result of

an earlier FAA on T . A helper can only reserve cell Q[i] for an enqueue request r if

r.id  i (line 16).

Invariant 5.6

A enqueue helper may return EMPTY to the dequeue that called it on cell Q[i] only if

no pending enqueue can deposit a value into Q[i] and the helper sees T  i.

A call to help enq will return EMPTY i↵ T  i and the cell is in enqueue result

state (1) (>, r,?
d

), where r->id > i (line 33), or (2) (>,>
e

,?
d

) (line 28).
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Write the proper value in a cell

Since an enqueue request is two 64-bit words that aren’t read or written atomically,

when an enqueue helper reads the two words, it must identify if both belong to the

same logical request and not write a cell value if they don’t. A slow-path enqueue

will never overwrite its thread’s enqueue request before it finishes; thus, mismatch

is only a potential problem with a helper. A helper reads an enqueue request’s two

words (line 30) in the reverse order they were written (line 25). Since the helper reads

r.state into s first, then it reads r.val into v, value v belongs to request s.id or a later

request. In line 36, a helper commits v to cell i only if (1) it claims the request for cell

i (line 34), or (2) someone else has claimed the request for cell i and no value has yet

been written into cell i (line 35). If either of those conditions is true, the enqueuer

has not finished yet, so the value v previously read in line 30 must be for request s.id.

5.5 Wait-free Dequeue

Figure 5.6 shows routines for our wait-free dequeue. A dequeue is in search of a

candidate cell that has an unclaimed value or permits returning EMPTY. A dequeue

first uses the fast-path (deq fast) to dequeue until it succeeds or its “patience” runs

out. If necessary, it finishes the dequeue using the slow-path (deq slow). A dequeue

and its helpers transforms a cell’s state from a enqueue result state to one of the final

states :

• (v,?
e

,>
d

) or (v, r
e

,>
d

): it returns v using the fast-path,

• (v,?
e

, r
d

) or (v, r
e

, r
d

): it returns v using the slow-path, or

• (>, r,?
d

) or (>,>
e

,?
d

): it returns EMPTY or >.
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1 void *dequeue(Queue *q, Handle *h) {
2 void * v; int p = PATIENCE;
3 do v = deq_fast(q, h, &cell_id );
4 while (v != > && p-- >= 0);
5 if (v == >) v = deq_slow(q, h, cell_id );
6 // invariant: v is a value or EMPTY
7 if (v != EMPTY) { // got a value , so help peer
8 help_deq(q, h, h->deq.peer);
9 h->deq.peer = h->deq.peer ->next; // move to next peer

10 }
11 return v;
12 }

14 void *deq_fast(Queue *q, Handle *h, int *id) {
15 // obtain cell index and locate candidate cell
16 long i = FAA(&q->H, 1); Cell *c = find_cell (&h->head , i);
17 void *v = help_enq(q, h, c, i);
18 if (v == EMPTY) return EMPTY;
19 // the cell has a value and I claimed it
20 if (v != > && CAS(&c->deq , ?d, >d)) return v;
21 // otherwise fail , returning cell id
22 *id = i; return >;
23 }

25 void *deq_slow(Queue *q, Handle *h, int cid) {
26 // publish dequeue request
27 DeqReq *r = &h->deq.req; r->id = cid; r->state = <1, cid >;
28 help_deq(q, h, h);
29 // find the destination cell & read its value
30 long i = r->state.cid; Cell *c = find_cell (&h->head , i);
31 v = c->val;
32 advance_end_for_linearizability (&q->H, i+1);
33 return (v == > ? EMPTY : v);
34 }

Figure 5.6 : Wait-free dequeue routine.
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The di↵erence between an enqueue result state and a final state is that, if the cell’s

enqueue result state has a value, a cell’s deq field is transitioned from ?
d

to >
d

or a

dequeue request.

A fast-path dequeue is similar to the dequeue in Figure 5.1, except that it calls

help enq on cells to try to secure a value, which helps enqueuers if necessary (line 17).

If help enq returns a value, the dequeuer should claim the value using (Q[i].deq :

?
d

7! >
d

). If help enq returns > or the dequeue failed to claim the returned value,

deq fast outputs the cell’s index, which will be used as the id of the dequeue request

on the slow-path, and returns > to indicate failure. If a dequeuer successfully claims

a value, it must help its dequeue peer (line 8) before it returns the value.

A slow-path dequeuer begins by publishing a dequeue request to announce its

intent. Then both the dequeuer and its helpers call help deq to complete the pending

request. Since the dequeuer calls help deq to complete its own request, we refer to

both the dequeuer and the helping dequeues as helpers. help deq ensures the request

is complete before it returns. Figure 5.7 shows the help deq routine.

A dequeue request r = (id, pending, cid) is initially (cid, 1, cid), where cid is the

index of the cell that the dequeue examined last on the fast-path, and prior (a prior

candidate cell) is initially cid. To help a dequeue request r, a helper performs the

following steps:

1. look for a cell Q[cand] that has an unclaimed value or permits returning EMPTY

(a candidate);

2. if the helper identified Q[cand] as a candidate, try to announce cand to other

helpers using (r->state : (1, prior) 7! (1, cand));

3. try to claim Q[s.cid] if it has a value using (Q[s.cid].deq : ?
d

7! r), where
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1 void help_deq(Queue *q, Handle *h, Handle *helpee) {
2 // inspect a dequeue request
3 DeqReq *r = helpee ->deq.req; State s = r->state; long id = r->id;
4 // if this request doesn’t need help , return
5 if (!s.pending || s.cid < id) return;
6 // ha: a local segment pointer for announced cells
7 Segment *ha = helpee ->head;
8 s = r->state; // must read after reading helpee ->head
9 long prior = id , i = id , cand = 0;

10 while (1) {
11 // find a candidate cell , if I don’t have one loop breaks when
12 // either find a candidate or a candidate is announced
13 // hc: a local segment pointer for candidate cells
14 for (Segment *hc = ha; !cand && s.cid == prior;) {
15 Cell *c = find_cell (&hc , ++i);
16 void *v = help_enq(q, hc , c, i);
17 // it is a candidate if it help_enq return EMPTY
18 // or a value that is not claimed by dequeues
19 if (v == EMPTY || (v != > && c->deq == ?d)) cand = i;
20 // inspect request state again
21 else s = r->state;
22 }
23 if (cand) { // found a candidate cell , try to announce it
24 CAS(&r->state , <1,prior >, <1,cand >);
25 s = r->state;
26 }
27 // invariant: some candidate announced in s.cid
28 // quit if request is complete
29 if (!s.pending || r->id != id) return;
30 // find the announced candidate
31 Cell *c = find_cell (&ha , s.cid);
32 // if candidate permits returning EMPTY (c->val = >)
33 // or this helper claimed the value for r with CAS
34 // or another helper claimed the value for r
35 if (c->val == > || CAS(&c->deq , ?d, r) || c->deq == r) {
36 // request is complete , try to clear pending bit
37 CAS(&r->state , s, <0, s.cid >);
38 // invariant: r is complete; r->state.pending =0
39 return;
40 }
41 // prepare for next iteration
42 prior = s.cid;
43 // if announced candidate is newer than visited cell
44 // abandon "cand" (if any); bump i
45 if (s.cid >= i) { cand = 0; i = s.cid; }
46 }
47 }

Figure 5.7 : Dequeue helper routine helpdeq.
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s = r->state (an announced candidate);

4. if Q[s.cid] doesn’t have a value or someone claimed Q[s.cid] for request r, try

to close r using (r->state : (1, s.cid) 7! (0, s.cid)) and return;

5. prior = s.cid. if cand > s.cid begin with step 2; else return to step 1.

Finally, the dequeuer should take the request’s result from Q[s.cid].

Find a candidate cell The first step of helping a dequeue request is to find a

candidate cell, which either has a value that is not claimed by any dequeues or some

help_enq called on it returned EMPTY. A helper may find a candidate in two ways:

it may traverse the queue and perform help_enq on each cell it visits (line 16) until

it finds one, or it may read r->state.cid (line 21) to see if some other helper has

announced a candidate cell. It is possible that a helper finds a candidate Q[i] by

traversing the queue and noticing that someone has announced another candiate

Q[j](j 6= i) when it tries to announce Q[i] and failed (line 24). In this case, if j > i,

the helper abandons Q[i] and uses Q[j] as its candidate; otherwise, the helper uses

Q[j] and keeps Q[i] as a backup in case helpers for this request fail to complete the

request using Q[j].§ In short, we ensure the following invariant in selecting candidates:

Invariant 5.7

The announced candidate cell index of a dequeue request r is initially r.id and in-

creases monotonically.

§It may be the case when one helper called help enq(Q[j]), it could determine that the queue
was EMPTY. However, after q->T has been moved by subsequent enqueues, another helper later
inspecting cell Q[j] might return >, unable to conclude that the queue was EMPTY. In this case,
the first helper may later announce j as a candidate after the second helper has moved beyond j.
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Ensure linearizability Similar to wait-free enqueue, wait-free dequeue maintains

the following invariants for linearizability.

Invariant 5.8

A dequeue can only take a value from a cell Q[i] where i < H where the dequeue

completes.

Since a fast-path dequeue obtains cell indices using FAA, this is obviously true. A

slow-path dequeue ensures this invariant by ensuring that H > i on line 32 before it

returns.

Invariant 5.9

A dequeue may return EMPTY after some helper saw a cell Q[i] with a > when T  i

and announced Q[i].

The dequeue may return EMPTY if some help_enq on the last announced cell returned

EMPTY. When a helper finds an announced candidate Q[i] that does not contain a

value, i.e., Q[i].val = > (line 35), the helper can safely assume the announcer’s

help enq performed on Q[i] returned EMPTY which means the announcer saw T  i.

Therefore, it can close the request and the dequeuer can return EMPTY.

Invariant 5.10

For a dequeue request r, every cell Q[i]: r.id  i  r.cid has been visited by at least

one helper.

Every helper traverses the queue sequentially starting at r.id. help deq may advance

i by more than one only when an announced candidate has an index s.cid > i. In

this case, the helper that announced s.cid must have visited s.cid.

Invariant 5.11

If an announced candidate cell satisfies a dequeue request, no new candidate may be

announced in the future.
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If the conditions on line 35 evaluate to true for one helper, it will clear the pending

bit and return on line 39. All other helpers will return either on line 29 or on line 39

without changing the announced candidate cell.

Ensure wait-freedom For wait-freedom, a dequeue ensures invariants similar to

those for wait-free enqueues:

Invariant 5.12

A dequeue helper keeps helping a peer until its pending request completes or it has

no pending request for help.

If a help deq returns at line 29 or line 39, it means some helper has completed the

request being helped. A helper notices that (1) the request is no longer pending or

a new request has been published (line 29), or (2) conditions that indicate that the

request is complete (line 35).

Invariant 5.13

A dequeue helper does not help multiple requests from the same peer until it has

helped all other peers.

A dequeuer cannot publish a new request without causing all helpers of its prior

request to return. Publishing a new request changes the request’s state, which will

be seen by helpers at line 21 and 25, and will cause them to return at line 29 because

r->id != id. Anyone helping a peer (line 8) will advance to the next peer (line 9)

after helping one request. It will not o↵er help again to the same peer until after it

o↵ers help to all other threads in the ring.

Don’t advance segment pointers too early When a helper finds a cell Q[i] using

find cell, find cell will update the segment pointer used to segment[i/N ]. An
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announced candidate cell Q[j] may be in a segment before segment[i/N ]. To avoid

irrevocably advancing beyond a segment containing announced candidates, help_deq

uses two local segment pointers to traverse the queue: hc to find candidate cells and

ha to find announced cells. Both hc and ha start at the helpee’s head pointer. A

helper does not change the helpee’s head pointer; a dequeuer may advance its head

pointer when it finds the resulting cell of the request (line 30).

5.6 Memory Reclamation

Various approaches has been proposed to address the issue of memory reclamation

for lock-free data structures. Hazard pointers [81] are arguably the most widely-used

method. When using hazard pointers, a thread publishes the address it intends to

access before it actually accesses it. A reclaiming thread must ensure all memory it

frees does not have any hazard pointer pointing to it.

The only garbage that needs reclamation in our wait-free queue is segments of

the queue that are no longer in use. A segment segment[i] is retired when both

T and H have moved past i ⇥ N , and every enqueued value in segment[i] has been

dequeued. We designed an custom scheme to reclaim retired segments; it is essentially

an epoch based reclamation originally proposed by Harris [82] to manage memory of

a non-blocking linked list. Figure 5.8 shows the modifications necessary to apply

memory reclamation to our queue. Figure 5.9 shows the implementation for our

memory reclamation scheme. We augment the queue structure with a 64-bit integer

I, which records the id of the oldest segment in the queue. We also augment each

thread’s handle with a triple (hzdid, headid, tailid), where each represents an index

of a segment in the queue. hzdid is used as a hazard “pointer”; when set, its value

announces the starting point of an enqueue or dequeue’s traversal of the queue list.
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headid and tailid serve as local caches of the values of a thread’s head->id and

tail->id.

When a thread begins an operation on the queue, it writes its headid or tailid

in hzdid. When an operator completes, a thread clears its hzdid by setting it to the

largest value of a 64-bit integer (LONG MAX), which we assume will never be used as an

actual segment ID. When a thread helps a dequeuer on the slow-path, it also copies

the dequeuer’s hzdid into its hzdid field (line 20) to ensure safe access to segments

that the dequeuer uses. Note that help deq does not read dequeuer’s head pointer

after it sets hzdp. Instead, help deq reads the dequeue request’s state again at line 8.

If the segment at helpee->head was reclaimed before hzdid is set, the dequeue request

read at line 3 must have completed. Before the dequeue completed, it would have

updated the state of its pending request. In that case, the comparison of s.idx = prior

in line 14 will fail and help_deq will return on line 29 without accessing a (reclaimed)

segment at helpee->head.

Cleanup retired segments When a dequeuer completes a dequeue, it invokes the

cleanup routine to attempt to reclaim retired segments. To amortize the cost of

memory reclamation, we allow the number of retired segments to accumulate up to a

pre-defined threshold before initiating cleaning (line 21). Mutual exclusion between

cleaning threads avoids the need for synchronization between concurrent cleaners.

When a thread starts cleaning, it uses CAS to update I to�1, indicating that cleaning

is in progress. When other threads see I = �1, they immediately return.

A cleaning thread initially attempts to reclaim every segment segment[i], i 2

[I, head->id), where head is the thread’s head pointer. The cleaner uses start and

end to denote the segments at the start and end of the queue’s segments to reclaim;
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1 struct { ..., int64_t I; } Queue;
2 struct { ..., int64_t hzdid , tailid , headid; } Handle;

4 void enqueue(Queue *q, Handle *h, void *v) {
5 h->hzdid = h->tailid;
6 ...
7 h->tailid = tail ->id;
8 h->hzdid = LONG_MAX;
9 }

11 void * dequeue(Queue *q, Handle *h) {
12 h->hzdid = h->headid;
13 ...
14 h->headid = head ->id;
15 h->hzdp = LONG_MAX; cleanup(q, h); return v;
16 }

18 void help_deq(Queue *q, Handle *h, Handle *peer) {
19 ...
20 h->hzdid = helpee ->hzdid; // between line 7 and 8
21 ...
22 }

Figure 5.8 : Code changes for memory reclaimation.

initially, start = segment[I] and end = head. Since a segment between start and

end may be still in use, a cleaner needs to inspect every other thread’s state to avoid

reclaiming such segments. If it finds such a segment segment[j] : start->id  j <

end->id, it updates end to segment[j]. The cleaning thread returns if end->id 

start->id since there is nothing to reclaim.

Update head and tail pointers When a cleaning thread scans each other thread’s

state, it also updates a thread’s head and tail pointers if the cleaning thread wants to

reclaim them and they are not in use. This is to avoid having a thread blocking the

garbage collection if it holds stale head or tail pointers because it has not performed

an operation on the queue for a long period. Here we also use Dijkstra’s protocol [73]

to synchronize between the cleaning and the visited thread. A cleaning thread at-
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1 void verify(Segment **p_seg , int64_t hzdid , Segment *seg) {
2 if (hzdid < (* p_seg)->id) {
3 while (seg ->id < hzdid) seg = seg ->next;
4 *p_seg = seg;
5 }
6 }

8 void update(Segment **from , Segment **to , Handle *h, Segment *start) {
9 Segment *n = *from;

10 if (n->id < (*to)->id) {
11 if (!CAS(from , n, *to)) {
12 n = *from;
13 if (n->id < (*to)->id) *to = n;
14 }
15 verify(to, h->hzdid , start);
16 }
17 }

19 void cleanup(Queue *q, Handle *h) {
20 long i = q->I; Segment *end = h->head;
21 if (i = -1 || end ->id - i < MAX_GARBAGE || !CAS(&q->I, i, -1)) return;
22 Segment *start = q->Q; Handle *hds[MAX_THREADS ]; int j = 0;
23 for (Handle *p = h->next; p != h && end ->id > i; p = p->next) {
24 verify (&end , p->hzdid , start);
25 update (&p->head , &end , p, start);
26 update (&p->tail , &end , p, start);
27 hds[j++] = p;
28 }
29 // reverse traversal
30 while (end ->id > i && j > 0) verify (&end , hds[--j]->hzdid , start );
31 if (end ->id <= i) { q->Q = start; return; }
32 q->Q = end; q->I = end ->id; free_list(start , end);
33 }

Figure 5.9 : Memory reclaimation routine cleanup.

tempting to update a thread’s head or tail pointer p from segment[i] to segment[j],

j > i, can reclaim segment[i] if (1) the thread’s hzdid satisfies: hzdid � j (line 24),

(2) (p : segment[i] 7! segment[j]) succeeds or the updated pointer p0 which caused

the CAS to fail still has p = segment[j0], j0 > i (line 11), and (3) on line 15, hzdid

� j is still true after the CAS.
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Visit threads in reverse order Normally, a thread’s hazard pointer is only up-

dated to newer segments, either by the thread or a cleaning thread. In particular,

given a hazard pointer that points to segment[i], a new non-null value of the hazard

pointer is normally segment[j], j > i. However, when a thread is helping a dequeue

peer, the thread sets its hazard pointer to the peer’s head pointer, which may be a

segment that is older than the thread’s head pointer. To avoid this “backward jump”

causing problem for memory reclamation, we add a backward traversal step to a clean-

ing thread after it has visited each thread (line 30). The forward traversal updates

each thread’s head and tail pointers to segments that are newer than e. Therefore,

no thread may “jump backward” to a segment segment[k], where k < end->id after a

forward traversal. The backward traversal visits every thread in reverse order; it will

capture any hazard pointer’s “backward jump” that happened during the forward

traversal.

Overhead When implementing this memory reclamation scheme on an system that

provides a memory model that is weaker than sequential consistency, a memory fence

is needed after a thread sets its hazard pointer. On x86 architectures, since atomic

primitives flush store bu↵ers, no extra memory fence is needed. Because our queue

performs a FAA after setting the hazard pointer using a head or tail pointer, we

do not need an extra fence in enqueue and dequeue. We only add a memory fence

after setting the hazard pointer in help deq. Therefore on x86 systems, our memory

reclamation scheme adds almost no overhead to the fast-path execution, which is

unprecedented among memory reclamation schemes for lock-free data structures. On

Power architectures, which are weakly ordered, our reclamation protocol requires

a full memory fence (sync) after setting a hazard pointer and a lightweight fence
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(lwsync) before a hazard pointer is cleared; this is the same as other epoch-based

memory reclamation strategies.

Thread failure Our memory reclamation scheme is prone to thread failure; if a

thread fails or suspended infinitely during an operation, it may cause unbounded

memory leakage. The failure of an individual thread is impossible when using Posix

threads since the whole process will fail if a Posix thread fails. If threads are individ-

ual processes that communicates via shared memory, thread failure is a possibility.

We consider solving this problem as part of our future work. Recently, Brown [83]

developed a distributed variant of epoch based reclamation, called DEBRA, that uses

signaling to deal with thread failures. On systems where thread failure is possible,

one can apply DEBRA to reclaim memory in our wait-free queue. In addition, Bra-

ginsky et al. [84] proposed another technique to reclaim memory in lock-free data

structures, which may also be applied to our wait-free queue.

5.7 Linearizability and Wait-freedom

In this section, we reason about the linearizability of our queue and its wait freedom.

5.7.1 Linearizability

We reason about linearizability using a logical queue L that contains only cells into

which values were deposited, i.e., excluding cells marked unusable by a dequeuer. We

denote the head and tail indices of L as H
L

and T
L

. We denote the cell at index k

in L as L[k], k 2 {1, 2, ...}. A monotonic function f maps a cell index k in L to the

index of the corresponding cell in Q, i.e., L[k] = Q[f(k)]. We denote an enqueue that

enqueues into L[k] as E
k

and a dequeue that dequeues from L[k] as D
k

. We use D̄
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1 HL := 0; TL := 0
2 for j := {1, 2, ...}
3 if ej is a FAA or a CAS that updates T to t then
4 while true
5 k := TL + 1
6 if f(k) > t then break
7 linearize Ek at ej
8 TL := k
9 if ej is a read of T performed on behalf of some D̄ where

10 T  i and Q[i] is the cell D̄ is visiting then
11 linearize D̄ at ej
12 while HL < TL

13 k := HL + 1
14 if f(k) > H then break
15 linearize Dk at ej
16 HL := k

Figure 5.10 : Linearization procedure P . Operations linearized at the same e
j

are
ordered based on the order of P ’s steps.

to denote a dequeue that returns EMPTY.

Let W = {e
j

: j = 1, 2, ...} be a possibly infinite execution history of our wait-free

queue. We assume that if an operation begins in W it also completes inW . Procedure

P , shown in Figure 5.10, assigns a linearization point to each operation in W .

Essentially, procedure P linearizes each enqueue E
k

at the FAA or CAS that moved

T past f(k). The FAA or CAS may be performed by the enqueuer or its helper but

it must happen during the execution interval of E
k

. If E
k

enqueues into L[k] via the

fast-path, it obtains the index f(k) using FAA, which is its linearization point. If E
k

enqueues into L[k] via the slow-path, it publishes an enqueue request r with an id

r.id which is obtained using FAA on T . Thus, we know T = r.id before the FAA on T

returns r.id. Because Invariant 5.6 ensures r.id < i, where i represents f(k), we have

T = r.id < f(k) before the FAA that returns r.id. In addition, Invariant 5.4 ensures

i < T , where i = f(k), when E
k

’s enqueue request completes. Since T increments

monotonically, T < f(k) before the FAA on T returns r.id, and T > f(k) after the
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enqueue request completes, the FAA or CAS that moves T past f(k) must happen

during the execution interval of E
k

.

Procedure P linearizes each dequeue D
k

at the earliest point that (1) its matching

enqueue E
k

is linearized and (2) a FAA or CAS has moved H past f(k). Such a

linearization point is always within the execution interval of D
k

. Because D
k

takes a

value from L[k] using help_enq on Q[f(k)], which ensures f(k) < T before it exits.¶

This means E
k

is linearized before D
k

’s help_enq on Q[f(k)] returns. If D
k

dequeues

from L[k] via the fast-path, it obtains f(k) using its own FAA on H, which is trivially

within its execution interval. If D
k

dequeues from L[k] via the slow-path, it publishes

dequeue request r with an id r.id obtained using FAA on H by its last failing fast-

path dequeue. We know that H = r.id before its FAA returned r.id. Because the

helpers of a dequeue request only search for candidate cells starting at r.id, we know

r.id < f(k). Since H < f(k) before the FAA returning the request id that D
k

stores

in r.id, H increments monotonically, and D
k

ensures H > f(k) before it returns, we

know the FAA or CAS that moves H past f(k) must happen during the execution

interval of D
k

. Since E
k

happens before or during D
k

’s execution and the FAA or

CAS that moves H past f(k) happens during D
k

’s exection, D
k

’s linearization point

is always within its execution interval.

Procedure P linearizes a dequeue D̄ that returns EMPTY at its read of T , where

T  i, Q[i] is the cell D̄ or its helper is visiting. Since D̄’s helper only helps when

D̄’s dequeue request is pending. D̄’s linearization point is always within its execution

interval.

We now prove that P ’s linearization of W conforms to a correct sequential execu-

tion history of a FIFO queue. We denote the linearization point of an operation op

¶f(k) is known as i in help enq.
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as e
j(op)

. We denote the precedence ordering between two operations as op
1

� op
2

. If

op
1

� op
2

, we have j(op
1

)  j(op
2

). Note that operations linearized at the same e
j

are ordered based on the order of P ’s steps.

Lemma 5.1

For k 2 {1, 2, ...}, P ’s linearization of W satisfies: (1) E
k

� E
k+1

, (2) E
k

� D
k

, (3)

D
k

� D
k+1

, and (4) H
L

= T
L

at every e
j(

¯

D)

.

Proof 5.1 Condition (1) means that a later enqueue E
k+1

cannot be linearized before

an earlier enqueue E
k

. This is obviously true since P linearizes E
k

at the point T

moves past f(k) and T increments monotonically.

Condition (2) means that a dequeue is always linearized after its matching en-

queue. This is obviously true since P linearizes D
k

after E
k

(line 12).

We show that condition (3) holds using contradiction. Suppose j(D
k+1

) < j(D
k

),

which means a later dequeue D
k+1

is linearized before an earlier dequeue D
k

. Since

we linearize D
k

at the earliest point after e
j(Ek)

and H > f(k), we have H > f(k+1)

at e
j(Dk+1)

. Since j(D
k

) > j(D
k+1

) � j(E
k+1

) � j(E
k

), we must have H  f(k) at

e
j(Dk+1)

, otherwise D
k

would have been linearized at e
j(Dk+1)

on line 15. H > f(k+1)

and H  f(k) cannot both be true simultaneously at e
j(Dk+1)

since f is monotonic:

a contradiction.

We show that condition (4) holds using contradiction. Suppose H
L

< T
L

= t at

e
j(

¯

D)

. Then there exists a minimal h such that h  H
L

and D
h

is not linearized at

e
j(

¯

D)

. This means we have an enqueued value in L that has not been dequeued when

a dequeue returns EMPTY. We now prove that such a case is not possible. Assume

e
j(

¯

D)

(or its helper) reads T and sees T < i 1 , where Q[i] is the cell inspected by a

help_enq being performed on behalf of D̄. We know E
t

is linearized when T
L

= t,

hence f(t)  T 2 . We also know H < f(h) 3 at e
j(

¯

D)

, otherwise P would have
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linearized D
h

at e
j(

¯

D)

on line 15. Because h  H
L

< T
L

= t and f is monotonic,

f(h) < f(t) 4 . Combining 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 , we have H < i at e
j(

¯

D)

5 . If D̄

visited Q[i] using the fast-path, D̄ would have performed a FAA that updated H to

i+ 1; however, from 5 H < i—a contradiction. Consider the case D̄ (or its helpers)

visited Q[i] using the slow-path. On its slow-path, a dequeue always uses the value

x returned from its last failed fast-path attempt on H as its request id; following the

FAA, we have H = x + 1. There are two cases we must consider for D̄: x � f(h)

and x < f(h); we consider each in turn. If x � f(h) and H = x+ 1, then H > f(h);

however, from 3 , H < f(h)—a contradiction. If x < f(h), D̄ (or its helper) must

have visited Q[f(h)], i.e., L[h], before visiting Q[i] (Invariant 5.10). Then D̄ (or its

helper) must either claimed a value from L[h] or marked it as unusable. If D̄ (or its

helper) claimed a value from L[h], D̄ does not return EMPTY, a contradiction. If it

marked L[h] unusable, D
h

may not dequeue from L[h] later, a contradiction.

Theorem 5.1

The queue presented in Listings 5.4- 5.9 is linearizable.

Proof 5.2 Lemma 5.1 shows that procedure P linearizes an arbitrary execution history

W of our wait-free queue to a correct sequential execution of a FIFO queue, thus our

queue is linearizable.

5.7.2 Wait Freedom

We prove that operations on our queue are wait-free.

Lemma 5.2

Each enqueue operation in Listing 5.4 and 5.5 completes in a bounded number of

steps.
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Proof 5.3 An enqueue e will attempt at most PATIENCE times on the fast-path. On

the slow-path, an enqueue request r will definitely complete when all other threads

become its helpers. In the worst case, other threads may help n � 1 operations by

other threads before helping r, where n is the total number of threads. Every time

an enqueuer fails to enqueue into a cell Q[i] on the slow-path, its contender c, the

dequeuer that marks Q[i] unusable, will help its peer. If c’s peer does not need help

or it completes its peer’s pending request, it sets its peer to the next thread. If c

fails to help its peer, it is because Q[i].enq was updated to > or another request r0 by

another helper h. In both cases, h will update its peer to the next thread. Therefore,

every time the enqueuer fails, some thread will update its peer to the next thread.

After an enqueue fails (n� 1)2 times on the slow-path, all other threads will become

its helper and it will complete.

Lemma 5.3

Each dequeue operation in Listing 5.6 and 5.7 completes in a bounded number of

steps.

Proof 5.4 Similar to enqueues, a dequeue will certainly complete when all other

threads becomes its helper on the slow-path. In the worst case, all other threads

may help n � 1 operations by other threads before it helps a slow-path dequeue d.

Every time a dequeuer successfully dequeues a value, it helps its peer and updates

its peer to the next thread. All dequeuers will help d after d fails to claim (n � 1)2

values. Since an enqueue will succeed after it tries (n� 1)2 cells in the worst case, a

dequeuer may traverse (n� 1)2 cells to find a value. Therefore, a slow-path dequeue

will definitely complete after visiting (n� 1)4 cells.

Lemma 5.4

The memory reclamation scheme in Listing 5.8 and 5.9 completes in a bounded num-
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ber of steps.

Proof 5.5 The cleanup process only visits handles of p threads, where p is a finite

number, to identify the lowest numbered Segment in use. The number of segments

to be freed between the front and the first segment in use is finite. Therefore, an

invocation of cleanup will complete in a bounded number of steps.

Dequeue augmented with memory reclamation makes only one call to cleanup.

Since the work of cleanup is bounded and other work of the dequeue is bounded by

Lemma 5.3, the work of the augmented dequeue is also bounded and thus wait free.

Theorem 5.2

The queue implementation presented in Listings 5.4- 5.9 is wait-free.

Proof 5.6 Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 show that enqueue and dequeue are wait-free without

memory reclamation. Lemma 5.4 shows that after adding memory reclamation to

dequeue it is still wait free. Therefore, the queue implementation is wait-free since

all of its operations are wait-free.

5.8 Evaluation

To understand the performance characteristics of the fast and slow paths in our wait-

free queue operations, we study two versions of our code that di↵er in the PATIENCE

threshold we set. We set PATIENCE to 10 in the first version. We view this as a

practical threshold that should allow most operations to complete on the fast-path,

maximizing performance. We set PATIENCE to 0 in the second version, which means

that each operation only attempts the fast-path once before switching to the slow-

path. This version emphasizes the performance of the slow-path in our queue, which
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provides a lower bound on the queue’s throughput on most architectures. We refer

to these two versions of our wait-free queue as WF-10 and WF-0.

We compare our wait-free queue to several representative queue implementations

in the literature. We use Morrison and Afek’s LCRQ [29] as the representative of

prior FAA-based queues; it delivers the best performance among prior concurrent

queue implementations because it avoids the CAS retry problem by using FAA. We

chose CC-Queue by Fatourou et al. [54] as the representative of queues based on the

combining principle. We also compare with Michael and Scott’s classic non-blocking

MS-Queue [48]. Note that LCRQ and MS-Queue are lock-free queues, and CC-Queue

is a blocking queue; none provides a progress guarantee as strong as our wait-free

queue. Previous wait-free queues sacrifice performance to provide strong progress

guarantee and hence deliver lower performance than these queues. In particular, the

wait-free queue constructed by Kogan and Petrank [49] using the fast-path-slow-path

strategy, delivers the same performance as MS-Queue which is the fast-path in their

implementaion. The wait-free queue by Fatourou and Kallimanis [28] using the P-Sim

universal construction is slower than CC-Queue, which is also of their design.

We also include a microbenchmark that simulates enqueue and dequeue operations

with FAA primitives on two shared variables: one for enqueues and the other for

dequeues. This simple microbenchmark provides a practical upper bound for the

throughput of all queue implementations based on FAA.

5.8.1 Experiment Setup

Platforms We evaluated the performance of aforementioned queue implementation

and the FAA microbenchmark on four platforms based on the following processors:

Intel Haswell, Intel Knight’s Corner Xeon Phi, AMD Magny-Cours, and IBM Power7.
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Table 5.1 : Summary of experimental platforms.
# of sockets, CC Native

Processor Clock Speed cores, threads Protocol FAA
Intel Xeon E5-2699v3 (Haswell) 2.30 GHz 2, 36, 72 snooping yes
Intel Xeon Phi 3120 1.10 GHz 1, 57, 228 directory yes
AMD Opteron 6168 (Magny-Cours) 0.80 GHz 4, 48, 48 directory yes
IBM Power7 8233-E8B 3.55 GHz 4, 32, 128 snooping no

Table 5.1 lists the key characteristics of these platforms. Since the Power7 architecture

does not directly implement FAA, we emulate FAA using a retry loop that employs

load-linked and store-conditional (LL/SC). It is important to note that imple-

menting FAA with LL/SC sacrifices the wait-freedom of our queue because of the

potential for unbounded retries.

We compiled each code with GCC 4.9.2 on all platforms except on our Intel

Knight’s Corner Xeon Phi where we used GCC 4.7.0, which was the only GNU com-

piler available. We used -O3 as our optimization level without any special optimiza-

tion flags.

In our experiments, we used a compact mapping of software to hardware threads;

namely, each software thread is mapped to the hardware thread that is closest to pre-

viously mapped threads. For example, on a dual-socket system with a pair of 18-core

Intel Haswell processors, where each core supports two threads using simultaneous

multithreading (SMT), we map the first two of the 72 threads to the two SMT threads

on the first core, the next two threads to the second core on the same processor, and

the last 36 threads to the second processor.

Implementation We implemented our queue algorithm, CC-Queue, and MS-

Queue in C. Our implementations of CC-Queue and MS-Queue employ fences as

necessary to execute correctly on the Power7, which is a weakly ordered architecture.
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We use an LCRQ implementation provided to us by Morrison [85]. We evaluate these

algorithms using a framework very similar to that of Fatourou and Kallimani. Unlike

prior work, which didn’t reclaim any memory, assuming that a 3rd party garbage

collector would handle the matter, we consider memory reclamation to be an integral

responsibility of the queue algorithms since garbage collection is not available in all

environments, including Fatourou and Kallimani’s framework previously used to test

the performance of queue algorithms. For LCRQ and MS-Queue, and CC-Queue,

which lacked support for memory reclamation, we added it.

To LCRQ and MS-Queue, we added implementations of the hazard pointer

scheme [81] to reclaim memory. Since CC-Queue is a blocking queue, memory can be

safely reclaimed after each operation without the use of a lock-free memory reclama-

tion scheme. The segment size in our queue, N , we used in our experiments is 210.

The segment size in LCRQ is 212, which is the size that yields the best performance

when running with all cores.

Benchmark All experiments employ an initially-empty queue to which threads ap-

ply a series of enqueue and dequeue operations. We use the following two benchmarks

to evaluation the performance of the queue algorithms.

• enqueue-dequeue pairs: in each iteration a thread executes an enqueue followed

by a dequeue; the benchmark executes 107 pairs partitioned evenly among all

threads;

• 50% enqueues: in each iteration a thread decides uniformly at random to execute

an enqueue or dequeue with equal odds; the benchmark executes 107 operations

partitioned evenly among all threads;
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As in prior studies of queue performance, each thread performs a random amount

of “work” (between 50 and 100ns) between operations to avoid artifical long run

scenarios [48], in which a thread completes a series of operations when it has the

shared object in its L1 cache without being interrupted by other threads. Long run

scenarios can over-optimisticly bias the evaluation result due to an unrealistically low

cache miss rate. The execution time of this “work” is excluded from the performance

numbers we report. Surprisingly, this random “work” between operations actually

improves performance on the Haswell-based system used for our experiments. We

have been unable to obtain enough information about Haswell’s coherence protocol

and how it performs arbitration under contention to explain this e↵ect.

During tests, we keep the activities of other processes on the system to a minimum

to avoid interference. All software threads are pinned to a di↵erent hardware thread

to minimize interference by the OS scheduler. Our benchmark uses the jemalloc [86]

memory allocator to avoid requesting memory pages from the OS on every allocation.

Methodology To provide an experimental result that is statistically rigorous, we

follow the methodology suggested by Georges et al. [87]. In each invocation of a

process, we perform at most 20 benchmark iterations. During each process invocation

i, we determine the iteration s
i

in which a steady-state performance is reached, i.e.,

once the coe�cient of variation (COV) of the most recent 5 iterations (s
i

� 4, s
i

� 3,

... s
i

) falls below the threshold 0.02. If the COV never drops below 0.02 for any

5 consecutive iterations in the 20 iterations, we choose the 5 consecutive iterations

that have the lowest COV under steady-state. We compute the mean x̄
i

of the 5
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Figure 5.11 : Throughput of di↵erent queues on all experiment platforms.
There is no implementation of LCRQ for Intel Xeon Phi and IBM Power7 because
the architectures lack support for CAS2. *: executions where all threads run on the
same core. ˆ: executions that involve multiple processors. The error bar around
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Then we perform 10 invocations of the same binary and compute the 95% confidence

interval over the mean of the 10 invocations x̄
i

(i = 1, 2, ...10). Since the number of

measurements n is relatively small (n = 10 in our case), we compute the confidence

interval under the assumption that the distribution of the transformed value

t =
x̄� µ

s/
p
n

where µ is the population mean and s is the sample standard deviation, follows

Student’s t-distribution with n� 1 degrees of freedom. Georges et al. [87] describe in

detail how to compute confidence intervals.

5.8.2 Experimental Results

Figure 5.11 shows results of experiments with the queue implementations and the

FAA-based microbenchmark on all four platforms. For the 50%-enqueue benchmark,

we omit the results on Intel Knight’s Corner Xeon Phi and IBM Power7 since they

are similar to those of the enqueue-dequeue pair benchmark. We describe the exper-

imental result in two parts, considering the the performance of a single core and a

multi-core execution respectively.

Single core performance The single core performance of algorithms shown in

Figure 5.11 and marked with an ⇤, uses one thread on Magny-Cours, two threads on

Haswell, and four threads on Knight’s Corner Xeon Phi and Power7.

The FAA microbenchmark outperforms all queue implementations because it con-

tains only a FAA for each operation. Moreover, because all threads on the same core

share the same L1 cache, the variable updated by FAA is always in cache.

CC-Queue outperforms other queues in sequential executions. Because CC-Queue
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reuses the same node for every enqueue and dequeue pair, it does not incur any cache

misses without a contending thread. However, this advantage disappears with two or

more threads.

For the enqueue-dequeue pairs benchmark, WF-10 outperforms LCRQ by about

65% in a single thread execution on both Haswell and Magny-Cours. For the 50%-

enqueues benchmark, WF-10 outperforms LCRQ by about 35% in a single thread

execution on both Haswell and Magny-Cours. This is because of the low overhead of

our memory reclamation scheme compares favorably with the hazard pointer scheme

we added to LCRQ. LCRQ executes at least one memory fence in each operation.

Multi-core performance Using 228 threads of a Intel Knight’s Corner Xeon Phi,

the performance of the fast version of our wait-free queue, WF-10, achieves about

150⇥ the performance of MS-Queue and about 30⇥ the performance of CC-Queue.

MS-Queue performance su↵ers from the CAS retry problem described earlier, and

CC-Queue’s combining technique serializes the execution of operations that could

have been performed in parallel.

Although the FAA implementation used in our experiment on IBM Power7 su↵ers

from retries of LL/SC pairs, our fast version still achieves about 3.3⇥ the performance

of MS-Queue and about 2.8⇥ the performance of CC-Queue. This shows that our

queue is still faster than other queue implementaions even on systems that do not

support FAA in hardware, if one is willing to sacrifice the wait-free property.

For the enqueue-dequeue pairs benchmark, WF-10 and LCRQ performs almost the

same on both Haswell and Magny-Cours machine. On Intel Haswell, AMD Magny-

Cours, and IBM Power7, WF-10 and LCRQ deliver throughput comparable to the

FAA microbenchmark, which provides a practical bound on the throughput for all
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Table 5.2 : Breakdown of di↵erent execution passes of WF-0 on Intel Haswell.
# of threads 36 72 144* 288*
% of slow-path enqueues 0.002 0.004 0.024 0.028
% of slow-path dequeues 1.536 4.047 2.888 3.239
% of empty dequeues 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003

*: The 144 and 288 threads are oversubscribed workloads.

FAA-based queues. Surprisingly, WF-0, which executes the slow-path more frequently

performs better than WF-10 in some cases. Since the slow-path dequeue in our

algorithm does not perform FAA, it relieves contention on the head and tail indices,

which improves performance.

At high concurrency levels, LCRQ outperforms our wait-free queues in the 50%-

enqueues benchmark by about 50% on Intel Haswell and 35% on AMD Magny-Cours;

this is because our wait-free queue is more costly when trying to dequeue from an

empty queue. To return an empty value, a dequeue needs to inspect its enqueue peer

first which elevates tra�c between cores. Moreover, when a dequeue cannot return

empty because enqueues have performed FAA but have yet to put values in the queue,

the dequeue will consume more cells before it completes.

Breakdown of di↵erent execution paths Table 5.2 shows a breakdown of dif-

ferent execution paths on our Intel Haswell system for the 50%-enqueues benchmark.

Using more software threads than the 72 hardware threads increases the percentage

of enqueues completed on the slow-path but decreases the percentage of dequeues

completed on the slow-path. In all cases, the percentage of slow-path enqueues and

dequeues is very low; more than 99% of enqueues succeed with a single fast-path

attempt and more than 95% dequeues succeed with a single fast-path attempt. Our

wait-free queue rarely returns EMPTY.
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In all cases, the percentage of dequeues that return EMPTY is less than 0.01%. If a

dequeue in our wait-free queue obtains an empty cell, it performs many steps before

it reads T . It is very likely that T has been increased to be larger the index of the

cell a dequeuer visits when the dequeuer reads T , causing many dequeues that could

have returned EMPTY to fail.

5.9 Wait-free Garbage Collection

The current wait-free queue’s memory reclamation scheme permits at most one

garbage collector at a time. Therefore, when a cleaning thread is suspended or fails,

other threads cannot reclaim garbage. Therefore, it can cause an unbounded amount

of memory to be leaked. This problem is due to the fact that once a thread’s hazard

pointer is set to a node p, the hazard pointer prevents any thread to reclaim node p

and any node after p. This means if the thread fails, the memory used by node p and

nodes after p are forever leaked. Since the queue can grow infinitely, the leakage is

unbounded.

When the wait-free queue is executed by Posix threads, this is not a problem, since

the failure of an individual thread will cause the whole process to fail. However, if

threads are individual processes that communicates via shared memory, thread failure

is a possibility. To make the wait-free queue work under the possibility of individual

thread failure is a desirable future direction, since it will expand the applicability of

the presented wait-free queue.

However, making the wait-free queue robust to thread failures is a non-trivial

problem. The hazard pointer strategy has two advantages: (1) it is applicable to a

wide range of data structures and (2) it leaks only O(p) amount of memory if a thread

fails or stuck. However, a major disadvantage of the hazard pointer approach is that
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it may incur a heavy performance penalty, because it requires a full memory fence

each time a hazard pointer is set. Most memory reclamation techniques that seek to

overcome the heavy performance overhead of hazard pointers have been analyzed in

terms of amortized overhead [84, 88, 83]. In particular, the overhead of reclamation

process is spread across several node accessed or across several operations. Quiescent

State Based Reclamation [83, 88] (QSBR) is the most popular memory reclamation

scheme to apply the amortized overhead principle. QSBR is fast and can be apply

to a wide range of data structures. However, an important drawback of QSBR is

that it is blockingk: if a thread is delayed for a long time or fails, an unbounded

amount of memory might remain unclaimed. As such, using QSBR with lock-free

data structures would negate one of the advantages of lock-freedom: robustness to

thread delay or failure.

There are published approaches for achieving both lock-freedom and low amortized

overhead [84, 83]. However, these are ad-hoc methods that apply only to certain types

of data structures. Applying them to other data structures requires significant e↵ort

and often impractical.

The memory reclamation scheme used by our wait-free queue is similar to the

QSBR based approach. When performing an operation on the wait-free queue, a

thread sets its hazard pointer to the node from which it will start traversing the

queue. Because the hazard pointer prevents a cleaning thread from reclaming the

node protected to by the hazard pointer and any node after it, these nodes cannot be

reclaimed. The di�culty in making the memory reclamation scheme failure resilent

is to identify the queue cell that an operation may access. If we can know which cell

kAlthough QSBR is blocking, however, an data structure using QSBR to reclaim garbage may
still be non-blocking since garbage collection could be an optional step for the operations on the
data structure.
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an operation may access, we can reclaim any other node except the one that contains

the cell that will be accessed. However, since an operation obtains a cell index using

fetch-and-add, the index is unknown to other threads. Therefore it is only safe to

assume that the operation may access any cell that is after the operation’s hazard

pointer.

One may suggest writing the obtained index in a public bu↵er after the

fetch-and-add operation to make it known to other threads. However, if the thread

is suspended or fails between the fetch-and-add and publishing the obtained index,

it will still block the memory reclamation.

Another possible workaround may be logically assigning a fixed length scope to

a hazard pointer and deeming an obtained index that is beyond the assigned scope

invalid. This approach limits the scope of a hazard pointer, therefore making the

nodes outside of any hazard pointer’s scope available to be reclaimed. However,

making an obtained index that is beyond the hazard pointer’s scope invaild may

break the correctness of the wait-free queue. If the cell at the index deemed invalid

happens to have an enqueued value, the value may never be dequeued since the index

cannot be obtained again using fetch-and-add. One may still make this approach

work by having a cleaning thread examine each cell to ensure there is not an value left

before reclaiming a node. However, this dramatically increases the cost of memory

reclamation, making the wait-free queue impractical.

It is still possible to design a fast wait-free queue that uses a wait-free memory

reclamation scheme. However this requires a di↵erent wait-free queue design that is

compatible with the wait-free memory reclamation scheme.
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Chapter 6

Summary

The applicability and interoperability of key runtime technologies of high performance

parallel computing such as communication systems, task schedulers, and shared data

structures, are critical for broadening the range of environments that these technolo-

gies can be applied, and enabling incremental adoption of these technologies. I have

demonstrated that, through careful design, the applicability and interoperability of

these runtime technologies can be enhanced without compromising performance.

6.1 Portable, MPI-interoperable Coarray Fortran

I demonstrate how MPI-3 can act as a runtime layer for CAF 2.0 by implementing a

CAF 2.0 runtime system using MPI-3, thereby providing a basis for interoperability

between the MPI and CAF, and reducing the runtime overhead introduced by having

independent runtime systems. I call this implementation of CAF 2.0 CAF-MPI, while

I refer to the original version of CAF 2.0 as CAF-GASNet. All CAF 2.0 features,

including both Fortran 2008 standard and CAF 2.0 extension have been implemented

in CAF-MPI. These features include coarrays, teams, events, asynchronous copy,

asynchronous collectives, cofence, and finish.

I evaluated CAF-MPI on two platforms: Fusion, an InfiniBand cluster at Ar-

gonne National Laboratory, and Edison, a Cray XC30 system at Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory. For each platform, we compare the performance of CAF-MPI
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with CAF-GASNet. We evaluate the performance of our implementation with three

HPC Challenge Benchmarks: HPL, FFT, and RandomAccess [61]. These benchmarks

exhibit di↵erent communication vs. computation ratios and data access patterns.

We also demonstrate the interoperability of CAF-MPI with the CGPOP miniapp,

which uses both CAF and MPI in the same application. This work demonstrated that

changing the runtime layer from GASNet to MPI introduces minimal overhead in

some cases, and a performance improvement in instances where the CAF operations

better map to MPI native operations. In addition, this work also outlined some

improvements which could be adopted by future MPI Standards which would allow

work like this to use more optimized MPI operations than what was necessary for

this work, such as Active Messages and MPI WIN RFLUSH.

6.2 A Practical Solution to the Cactus Stack Problem

This work presents a practical solution to the cactus stack problem. It is realized as a

library-based work-stealing system, Fibril, that supports a spawn/sync programming

model. Fibril uses a cactus stack that is fully interoperable with serial code (code that

executes using a linear stack). Fibril achieves a strong time bound T
p

 T
1

/P+c
1

T
1

,

where c
1

= O(S
1

+ D). With respect to memory, Fibril’s cactus stack may use up

to DPS
1

space; however, Fibril only consumes at most S
p

 P (S
1

+ D) amount of

physical memory. In both formulas, D is the Fibril depth of a Fibril program, which

is defined as the maximum number of frames that may spawn tasks on any path from

the root to a leaf of the program’s invocation tree. The bound on virtual address

space, although is nonlinear, is practical for systems that use a 64-bit virtual address

space.

In a nutshell, Fibril maintains a linear bound on physical memory usage by re-
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turning the unused memory pages on a suspended stack to the underlying OS yet

retaining the virtual memory space of the stack. Therefore, a suspended frame on

the stack only consumes minimal memory. And when the suspended stack resumes,

it can safely execute using its stack space.

The contribution of Fibril is two-fold. First, it presents a cactus stack implemen-

tation that is more e�cient than existing work-stealing systems. Second, it presents a

practical stack management technique that maintains a strong space bound without

sacrificing a strong time bound.

To evaluate Fibril’s performance, I compare the performance of Fibril’s implemen-

tations of 12 benchmarks with the of implementations of the same benchmarks using

Intel Cilk Plus [44] and Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [21]. Intel Cilk Plus

and TBB are state-of-the-art work-stealing frameworks. Experiment results, shown

in Figure 4.7, demonstrates that Fibril outperforms Intel Cilk Plus by up to 3⇥ and

outperforms Intel TBB by up to 8⇥. Moreover, none of the 12 Fibril benchmarks

perform worse than the corresponding implementations in Intel Cilk Plus and TBB.

6.3 A Wait-free Queue as Fast as Fetch-and-add

This work presents the first design of a linearizable wait-free queue that is as fast

as the fetch-and-add instruction on a system. The queue uses fetch-and-add to

coordinate between concurrent enqueues and dequeues; this avoids the CAS retry

problem we mentioned earlier therefore can achieve high throughput. The wait-free

queue is constructd using Kogan and Petrank’s fast-path-slow-path methodology.

The experimental results demonstrate that the presented design for a linearizable

and wait-free FIFO queue delivers high performance over a range of highly-threaded

multi-core systems. Nevertheless, at the top thread count on all but a Knight’s
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Corner Xeon Phi coprocessor, the throughput of the wait-free queue in operations

per second equals or exceeds the throughput of fetch-and-add operations per second

performed by a tight loop in a microbenchmark. Although the performance of the

wait-free queue does not equal the throughput of fetch-and-add on the Xeon Phi,

it dominates the throughput of other queues by a margin almost twice as wide as the

gap between the queue’s throughput and that of the fetch-and-addmicrobenchmark.

Not only does our queue dominate the throughput of others, it also provides a wait-

free progress guarantee that the other queues do not. In summary, performance

experiments show that the wait-free queue design is fast and faster than queues with

weaker non-blocking progress guarantees. Our queue design provides an instance of

a wait-free data structure fast enough to use in practice.

6.4 Open Questions

This section discusses some open questions on further improving the interoperability

and applicability of existing parallel runtime systems. This section discusses the open

question in the areas of communication systems, task schedulers, and concurrent data

structures.

MPI-interoperable parallel programming model The work presented in

Chapter 3 focuses solely on the interoperability of Coarray Fortran and MPI-3. Coar-

ray Fortran is an example of Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) language; its

model of parallelism, Single Program Multiple Data, is the same as MPI programs.

For other PGAS languages, such as X10, which support fine-grained task parallelism,

it is still an open question as to how to interoperate with MPI. The interoperabil-

ity problem of task parallelism models and MPI has more to do with the semantics
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of parallel constructs in di↵erent models than the interoperability of di↵erent run-

time systems. For example, DistArrays is a construct that X10 provides to spread

data across multiple X10 places⇤. However, X10’s specification [89] does not spec-

ify whether DistArrays is equivalent to MPI Windows. More importantly, whether

data stored in DistArrays can be sent via MPI Send is undefined. A fundamental

interoperability problem in X10 is that it does not provide a way to bind with legacy

or 3rd party libraries which are built with other languages such as C or Fortran.

Interoperable task scheduler for general multithreaded computations Cilk

and its descendants are good examples of work-stealing schedulers that delivers both

scalable performance and desirable theoretical bounds on fully strict multithreaded

computations. The work presented in Chapter 4 provides a solution that extends the

interoperability of these work-stealing schedulers while maintaining scalable perfor-

mance and strong bounds. However, fully strict computations are only a subset of

general multithreaded computations. Although it has been proven that multithreaded

computations with arbitary dependencies are impossible to schedule e�ciently with

respect to both time and space [76], there is a class of computations that is a superset

of strict computations that is useful and permits e�cient scheduling. Today it is still

unclear what the scope of this class of computations should be. Herlihy and Liu have

shown an example of such a class of computations known as structured single-touch

computations [90]. It is more generic than fully strict or strict computations, how-

ever, it permits an e�cient implementation that guarantees a upper bound on cache

misses. Futhermore, it is an open question that whether computations that are more

generic than strict computations can be implemented in a way that is interoperable

⇤each X10 place is equivalent to an MPI process [89]
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with serial code. Section 4.4 provides an possibly feasible approach to this question.

Fast wait-free garbage collection in lock-free data structures Designing a

universal, fast, wait-free memory reclamation algorithm for lock-free data structures

is a very hard problem. Many papers have been published targeting this problem

recently [81, 88, 84, 83, 91]. However, none of these solutions are ideal. Their ap-

plicability is either hindered due to the limited types of data structures they can

be applied, heavy performance overhead, or their blocking nature. For example,

the Hazard pointer scheme by Michael [81] is among the most widely used memory

reclamation schemes for lock-free data structures. To apply it in our wait-free queue

design, an operation needs to set a hazard pointer for every segment it accesses in

the operation. Because an operation may traverse many segments to enqueue or

dequeue, this could lead to a huge performance overhead. The current garbage col-

lection algorithm we use in our wait-free queue is similar to the quiescent state based

reclamation by Hart et al. [88] or the epoch based reclamation by Harris [82], how-

ever, it is a blocking approach as it only permits one garbage collector at any time. In

summary, none of existing memory reclamation schemes are ideal for lock-free data

structures. Moreover, whether there exists a memory reclamation algorithm that is

universal, fast and wait-free exists is still an open problem.
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